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Abstract

Bibliotherapy is a therapeutic agent for change which

uses l-it.erature for the promotion of mental- health, growt.h

and adjustment. Bibliotherapy is rrnot a strange esoteric

actiwity but one that. lies within the provj-nce of every

teacher of lj-terature in working with every child in a

group" (Russel-l & Shrodes, 1950, p. 335) . Thus, the regular

curriculum is expanded beyond its academic purpose, making

it possible for psychology to be efficj-ent.Iy and effectively

integrated into the strucLure and aims of the school.

This qualit.ative case study provides an example of the

use of bibliotherapy within the context of a normal

cl-assroom. The conceptual foundation of t.he study is drawn

f rom t.hree bodies of literature: (a) bibliot.herapy, (b)

adol-escent. development and (c) adol-escent suicide. By using

bibliotherapy as a springboard for discussion, 16 Grade 11

student.s explore, discuss and documenL their adolescent

perspectives on suicide. Listening to t.he st.udents about the

topic provides a deeper understanding of the struggle of the

developing adolescent. The experience of addressing issues

through the use of imaginat.ive literature, with the support

of an empat.hic teacher, gj-wes rise to personal growth and

development. Adolescent needs and concerns are examined.

Benefits of the bibliotherapeutic experience are díscussed.

Implicat.j-ons for the use of bibl-iot.herapy by school

personnel- are consídered.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Adolescence

The adolescent st.age of devel-opment is inherenLly

vulnerabl-e. What makes adol-escents so vulnerabl_e is
precisely their "adol-escent-ness"; their emotj_onal-

vigilance, hypersensitivity, self-deception, distortion of
consequences and reality, narcissism, and egocentrism. In
spite of their cognitive, perceptual and emot.ional_

limitations, t.hey struggle t.o at.tain a sense of identit.y
and, in the process, Lry to bal_ance consisLency with
differentiation (wlitchell, 1992). Like the narcissist, t.he

adolescent is preoccupied with sel-f "because of deep-rooted

anxiety and insecurity that comes from not. having much of a

se.l-f" (uewitt¡ âs cited in Mitchell-, 1992, p. 61 ). As

adol-escents try to master the accompanying developmental

tasks, the transitory nature of adol_escence causes a
perpetual- state of fl-ux. "Like a trapeze art.ist, the young

person in the midst of viqorous motion must let. go of his
safe hol-d on childhood and reach out for a firm grasp on

adulthood" (Erickson, 1964r âs cited in Hergenhahn, lggot p.

1s7).

Adolescents try to meet societal demands and make sense

out of l-ife from their ever-changing perspective. what was

constant is constantJ-y changing as they muddl-e through the

alarming, physical changes of puberty. vühat was dependable
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despite fear of separation and isofat.ion.

"Kids, f don't know what's wrong with these kids

today". This refrain from the popul-ar sixties musical Bve,

Bye ,Birdie is just as timely today but with a more ominous

connotation now than ever before. What. seems to be wrong

with the kids is not just their "adol-escent-nesstr, but. a

symptom of the ecological illnesses to which they are

exposed. Although the biopsychosocial- factors impinging on

adolescents have not changed, rapid socio-economic and

cul-tural changes surrounding them affect them negatively.

Such changes include breakdown of the extended family

system, increasing mobilit.y, climbing divorce rate,

escal-ating pressures and decreasing opt.íons, all leadíng t.o

a diminishing of external- supportive networks, reduced sense

of belonging and l-ack of continuity, st.abilit.y and

permanence. So, whj-le the adolescent is "in process'r,

striving for separation, autonomy, independence, seff-

efficacy, identity and sexualit.y, the environmental

conditions are not always optimaÌ for successful evol_ution

t.o adul-thood. Instead of developing the coping and probl_em-

solving sk1ll-s necessary for survival, many adolescents

succumb to stresses and demands, awash in a sea of

helplessness and hopel-essness .
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Adol-escent Suicide

Suicide is a pervasive problem, particularly among t.he

adol-escent population. Youth suicide (ages 15 - 24) has been

identified as "the" issue in the field of suicidol-ogy.

Between I97O and 1980, Canada experienced a 50 percent

increase in suicide rates for children 5 - 1,4 and yout.hs 15

- 24 (Lester, a991) . By 1984, the Canadian suicide rate (per

1-00,000) was 1"2.3 for 15 - 19 year ol-ds, with Manit.oba

having the t.hird highest suicide rate of the ten provinces

for that. age group (1975 - 1985). fn Canada, in 1985,

suicide had risen to be the second leading cause of deat.h

amongi 15 - 1-9 year ol-ds af ter accidental deaths, ãrl

undetermined number of whích are bel-ieved to be unidentified

suicides. In 1983, the incidence of mal-e suicides among t.his

ag-e group \^/as five times greater than in 1965, and for

females, 2-5 times greater (Heal-th and Welfare Canada,

teBT) .

As staggering as these statistics are, they pale in

comparison to the appal-ling number of Native youths who

choose suicide as a solution to t.heir marginality and

powerlessness. In Manit.oba, more than ten times as many

Natives choose suícide than do Caucasians (Thompson, LgBj) .

For the purposes of the Thompson (tgAl) study, the

designation "Natíve" is determined by looks, family hi_st.ory,

name and l-ocation of death (f . Meindl, Spokesperson for

Medical- Examiner, personal communication, A995) . The suicide
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raLe (per 100,000) for 18 - 20 year ol_d Caucasian males is

16, for Native mal-es , 7-'77 ; for 15 - 1-7 year old Caucasian

mal-es, LL, for Native mal-es, 130; for L2 - 1-4 year old

Caucasian mal-es, 2, for Native mal-es, 25 (Thompson, :-9B'l) .

Surveys of higrh school students have reported 34 - 632

have had suicide ideat.ion at. some point in their lives. Ten

to 252 have made specific plans or an attempt (Lest.er,

1991) . At l-east. 10 suicide attempts occur for every suicide

completion, making t.he problem of teenage suícide

underrecognized (Delisle, 1-990 ) .

In order to st.em the tide, every effort. shoul_d be made

to try and understand why suicide has become a manifestat.ion

of adol-escent vul-nerability. As communities fear for their
youth, more and more attent.ion is being paid t.o suicide
prevention programs. There is, however, growing evidence

that these programs are not only ineffectíve, but have

pot.entially deleteríous component.s (Garland & Zigler , L993) .

fnstead of the laundry list approach, which promotes more

effective identification and j-ntervention by citing facts,

falJ-acies, and risk factors of suicide, the American

Association of suicidology recommends teaching youngsters

"how to cope more effectively with stress, loss, rejection,

and isolation" (Smith, 1-99!, p- 13) .

Bibl-iotherapy

One met.hod of intervent.ion is bibliotherapy, "the use

of reading material to help solve emotional problems and to
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promote mental health" (De1is1e, 1990, p. 216).

Bibl-iotherapy has wide applicatj-on: wit.h individuals or

groups; children or adults who may be healthy, maladjusted

or emotionally il-i-; f or treatment. of behavioral- and

emotional problems; and promotion of attitude change or

improved personal adjustment.

Purpose of the Study

This study wil-l- explore and document adolescent

perspectives on suicide through the vehicl-e of

bibliotherapy, used as a st.imulus for discussion within a

natural cl-assroom set.ting. It is to be a phenomenological

look at. t.he world from the development.al_ perspect.ive of the

adolescent. By listening to the students, expressed

opinions, ideas, thought.s and feel-ings about. the t.opic, so

agonizing and perplexing to teenagers, their parents,

teachers and community, it is bel-ieved that a deeper,

experientially-based understanding of the adolescent

st.ruggle with their deveJ-opmental issues and their needs and

concerns will be obtained. It is hoped that the

participants' psychological and cognitive experience of

addressing issues through the use of imaginative literature,

within a peer context and with the support of an empat.hic

teacher, will- give rise to personal growth and deveropment.

This example of the use of bibliotherapy within the

ecological sett.ing of the classroom may offer encouragement

for its inclusion within t.he regular school- curricul_um.
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Review of the Literature on Bibl-iotherapy

Historical Overview

The practice of storytelling is as ol-d as mankind- Not

only did it entertain, but it. al-so instruct.ed, informed and

forewarned to help ensure t.he survival of the prevailing

cul-ture (Nickerson, a975) . The use of literature for

therapeut.ic purposes has been around for centuries. Above a

library in ancient Thebes was inscribed t.he motto, rrThe

Healing Pl-ace of the Soul" (Schrank & Enge1s, 1981) . In

early America, schoolbooks like the McGuffy Reader taught.

studenls not only how to read but al-so how t.o build

character and improve personal adjustment. (Pardeck, I990) .

In the 1800s, two Americans doctors, Benjamin Rush and John

Minson Galt, considered bibliotherapy an important method of

psychotherapyr hence the est.abl-ishment of l-ibraries within

the bet.Ler mental hospitals (Brown, a975) . RequiremenLs for

book sel-ection and treatment identified then are similar t.o

many of the principles employed in bibliotherapy today.

In L91-6, Samuel McChord Crothers coined the term

"bibliotherapy" in an articl-e for the Atlant.ic Monthly in

which he described a bibliopathic inst.itute (Heitzmann &

Heitzmann, L9'75) . The practice of bibtiot.herapy remained in

the domain of hospitals under the auspices of the hospital_

librarians unt.il renewed int.erest was shown in the 1930s.

The therapeutic val-ue of books was compared to phials in a
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pharmacy (Heítzmann & Heitzmann, 1,9'75) . However, it was the

work of the eminent psychiatrists, Drs. Will-iam and Karl-

Menninger that gave credibilit.y to the fledgling practice of

bibliotherapy as a therapeut.ic tool- for treating mental

patients. These psychiatrj-sts regarded reading as a

treaLment method which had to be direct.ed by the physician

and used bibliot.herapy in t.heir famous cl_inic (Tews , L962) .

In the L940s, articles were writ.t.en that explored the

philosophical and psychological underpinnings of t.he

bibliotherapeutic technique (Heitzmann & Heit.zmann, a975) .

Gagnon (tg+2, âs cited in Heitzmann & Heitzmann, :..975)

cal-Ied reading t.he only remedy applied to the sick man that

he accepts naturalJ-y. Gottschalk (1948, âs cited in

Heitzmann & Heitzmann, 1,975) described bibliot.herapy as an

adjuvant to psychotherapy.

During the 1950s and 1960s bibliotherapy found it.s way

out of the hospit.als and into the schools and the community

where it became a popular tool for heJ_ping children and

adult.s prevent and solve personal and social_ problems and

for effecting attitude change toward self and ot.hers

(Lenkowsky, 1987) . Between 1950 and 1960, Lwo-thirds of the

papers on bibliotherapy appeared in journals outside the

library fie1d. More than 80?; of the authors r¡/ere in fiel_ds

outside medicine (Brown, r975) . Brown (1-97s) attributed t.his

shift to t.he emergence of the social- and behavioral sciences

and their interest in chanqing behaviour and at.titude. A
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number of doctoral- dissertations and masters theses were

devoted to the subject in the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s

(Heitzmann & Heitzmann, I975; Til-lman, 1,984) , indicating the

emerg-ence and i-mportance of bibliot.herapy as a therapeutic

treatment; and in particular, the seminal work of Shrodes

(1-949) - In the last two decades, bibliotherapy has expanded

to incl-ude more didactic and inst.ructional- techniques for

purposes of self-help, self-actualization and probl_em-

solwing in a l-imited-contact cont.exL (Lenkowsky, :-gBi) .

Definitions of Bibl-iot.herapy

The term bibliotherapy is derived from the Greek words

bibl-ion meaning book and t.herapeia meaning healing (Rubin,

A979) . Thus, simply defined, bibliotherapy means treatment

through books. Beyond t.his def inition very 1itt.1e consensus

exists. Dorl-and's f llustrat.ed Medical Dictionary (L941,)

defined bibfiotherapy as "Lhe employment of books and t.he

reading of Lhem in the treatment. of nervous diseases"

(Sclabassi, L973, p. la) .

Russel-l- and Shrodes (1950) defined bibl-iotherapy as ,,a

process of dynamic interaction between the reader and the

Iit.erature interaction that may be util_ized for

personality assessment, adjustment, and growth" (p. 335) .

When used in a school setting, the teacher need not be a

skilled therapist nor the children seriously maladjust.ed.

Alt that is required is for the teacher to be aware of the

effect of reading in helping children cope with normal
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adjustment and developmental- issues (Russell & Shrodes,

1950) . Thus defined, bibl-iotherapy is not unlike regular

l-iterature instruction or classroom guidance and could be

termed reading guidance (smith, 1989). However, in this

application, the basic requirement of therapy, which impJ_ies

t.reatment., is ignored. The Dict.ionary of Educat.ion expanded

Russell and Shrodes' definition by adding that reading

sel-ected material can have a "therapeutic effect upon t.he

mental- and physical il-l-s of t.he reader" (Good , L966, as

cited in Pardeck, 1991, p. 203). Webster,s Third

International Díctionary (]-gøl-) combined the t.wo definitions

by defining bibliotherapy as "the use of selected reading

materials as therapeutic adjuvants in medicíne and

psychiatry; and guidance in the sol-ution of personal

problems through directed reading,' (Scl_abassi, 7_973, p. 71_) .

A composite definition from a quest.ionnaire circul-ated

among librarians, physicians and psychologists ín 1962 put

the "therapy" back in bibliotherapy by defining it. as a

program of selected reading developed by a physician for the

treatment of emot.ional and other problems, executed by a

skilled librarian who reports t.he patient's reactions and.

responses to the physician for interpretation, evaruation,

and guidance (Tews, L962) - This defínition no doubt

reflected t.he vested interests of the people invol-ved in the

questionnaire.

Although most previous defj-nitions reflected
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cl-inical-/medical model origi-ns, more recent

conceptualizations include everything from using literature

in counseling prisoners to sharing picture books on peer

acceptance with preschool-ers (,Ja1ongo, 1983) . Lenkowsky

(L987 ) defined bibliotherapy as 'ra mul-tifaríous col-lection

of techniques and practices in which literature is used ín

some fashion to structure or organize interpersonal

interacLions or to affect int.rapersonal feelings and

actions" (p.L24); in other words, a therapeutic agent for

change. Or as Darling (L95'7, âs cited in Beatty, 7962) put

it more succinctly, "Bibliotherapy may be used both as a

curaLive and as a preventive" (p. 113) .

React.ive vs. Int.eract.ive Bibl-iotherapy

There is agreement on one crucial factor: the need for

interaction between the reader and what is read. Beyond t.his

point, discrepancies exist. Among these discrepancies are:

whether or not the subject need be mentally ilI or merely

experiencing minor adjust.ment problems; whether or not. a

skilled t.herapist. is required as opposed to a teacher or

l-ibrarian; whether or not any discussion or guidance beyond

the init.ial selection of appropriate material_ ís necessary

for bibliotherapy to be effect.ive; and whether the

literature need be imaginative or dídactic. Differences

depend not only on who will be receiving the benefit.s but

al-so on who is doing the defining (Lindeman & Kling, L969)

One t.ype of bibtiotherapy is referred to as reactive
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(Gladding & Gladding, 1991-) . This type is also called

reading (Hynes & Hynes-Berry, 7-986) , implicit (,Jackson,

L962, cited in Brown, 1975) or the art of bibliotherapy

(Brown, L975) and describes the process of prescribing books

with therapeutic potential- that may result in therapeutic

gain. The interaction is between the reader and the work and

the effect.iveness or healing process depends on the

avail-ability of the right. books and the willingness of the

reader to respond directly, with no one making an effort Lo

ensure that the response will- be positive. The reader is in

control-. Cleary (L951, âs cited in Schultheis, I9't2)

cautioned against prying into chil-dren's personal f eeJ-ings

or forcing them to analyze t.he story. Simil-arfy, Cianciol_o

(fgAS) reported ewidence in her sLudy that. children

preferred to select. their own books over those of t.he

therapist. rtfl¡ individual may choose t.o identify with a

part.icular character, experiencing t.his ,f ictional, world

with intense thoughts and feelings, but rây, at any moment,

shut the book and remove hersel-f from such experience"

(Fuhriman, Barl-ow & Wanless, 1989, p. 150 ) . Many

def initions ref l-ect t.his type of bibtiotherapy (Brown , I975;

Garner, 7-976, âs cited in ,Ialongo, 1983; Shultheis, 1972;

Weinstein, a971, âs cited in Jalongo, 1983) .

If bibliotherapy is to be considered as healing through

books, Hynes & Hynes-Berry (tge6) want to cl_arify where the

healing process is centred. A more recent form, interactive
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bibliotherapy, centres the process of growth and heal-ing in

the guided dialogue which accompanies or fol-l-ows the reading

experience, rather than the act of reading itsetf. It. has

al-so been referred to as the science of (Brown, L97S) or

explicit bibliotherapy (Jackson, 1-962, as cited in Brown,

r9'/5) . "rn interactive bibriotherapy, a trained facil-itator

uses guided discussion to help the cl-inical- or developmental_

participant (s) integrate both feeJ_ings and cognitive

responses to a sel-ected work of lit.erature, which may be a

printed text/ some form of audiovisual- materíal, or creaLive

writing by the participantrr (Hynes & Hynes-Berry, 19g6, p.

L7) . Although the necessity of this t.ype of interaction is

acknowl-edged for therapeutic success by Fuhriman et â1.,
(l-989) , Gladding t Gladding (1991-) , Hynes & Hynes-Berry

(1986) , Jalongo (1983 ) , Rubin (tglg ) and pardeck (:-gg:-) ,

often no dist.inction is made between the two forms in t.he

conceptualization of bibliotherapy (Bailey, 1_964; Frank,

1-959; Fader, L966; Newelf , 1_957; St.adeI , tg64; RusseJ_1 a

Shrodes , I95O; all_ cited in Schul_theis , :-g't2)

Bot.h reactive and interactive bibliot.herapy generated

case historj-es and experimental-ly designed research but
reports on their effectiveness are oft,en combined. rn their
recent review of the lit.erature, Ri-ordan and wirson (i-999)

defined bibriotherapy as "the guided reading of written

material-s in gaining understandi_ng or solving problems

rel-evant to a person's therapeutic needs" (p. 506) but
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sel-dom differentiated between react.ive and interacLive tlpes

when describing t.heir f indings vis-a-vis t.he studies.

The rash of self -help books on t.he market attests to

t.he perceived therapeutic val-ue of reactive bibliot.herapy.

Several experJ-ment.al and semi-experiment.al studies exist

which demonstrate t.he useful-ness of this bibliotherapeutic

approach.

Tatara (1"964, âs cited in Tillman, L9B4) hypothesized

t.hat reading novel-s which presenL a positive image of

scientists woul-d lead to a favourable change in studenLs'

attitudes t.oward scientists. The two randomly assigned

treatment g'roups of 30 students each read four sel-ected

novels. The two control- groups did not read the same

lit.erature but all the groups had to submit. a l-ist of

additional reading. .Tudges determined from t.wo

guestionnaires that reading sel-ected fiction about

scientists changed students' percept.ions ín a positiwe

direction. For girls the positive change was signíficant.

Kassínove, MiIl-er, and Kal-in (1980) studied the effects

of pretreatment. with rational- emotive bibliot.herapy and

rational- emotive audiotherapy on clients waiting for

treatment. at a community mental health centre. They assigned

34 lower-class adult clients, who were currenLly waiting for

treatment, to three groups: rat,ional- emotive bibliot.herapy,

rational emotive audiotherapy, and no-contact control. All

subjects \4/ere pre and post.tested with t.he Idea Inventory (a
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measure of adjustment), a neuroticism scale and a trait

anxiety scale. The first two groups were required to come to

t.he clinic twice a week to either read or l-isten to their

assignments. The nature of t.he material- was instructiona].

The control group was simply told that they would have to

wait for a therapist.

The empirical dat.a supported t.he hlpothesis that

reading or listening to tapes about rational_ emotive

principles led to a significant reduction in endorsement of

those irrational bel-iefs, hypot.hesized to account for

certain kinds of human unhappiness. fn addition, reading

about rat.ional emotive principles al-so was found to lead to

significant. reduction in measured neuroticism and t.rait

anxiety. List.ening t.o the audiotapes did not provide

signif icant. change j-n those t.wo areas. The methodology coul-d

have been improved with the addition of an attention-pracebo

group and a group that received the benefit of discussion

aft.er reading and/or l-isLening to see if there woul-d have

been any difference in the resurts. The generalizabil-ity of

this study is l-imited to neurotic adul_ts of average

intel-ligence who are self-motivated to seek treatmenL at a

community healt.h centre. Further research is needed to

assess the effects of such bibliotherapy wit.h other t)æes of
population, ot.her sel-f -help material-s and treatment 1engths.

A study by Register, Beckman, Mây, and Gustafson (1991)

supported the efficacy of stress-inocul-ation bibliot.herapy
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for reducing sel-f-reported anxiety in test-anxious college

students. A phone-contacl condition and a no-contact stress-

inocul-ation bibliotherapy condition were compared with a

phone-contact, wait-1ist control condition and a no-contact,

wait-list control- condition. Results indicated t.hat the two

experimental- conditions which employed bibliotherapy were

superior to the control conditions in reducing anxiety among

test-anxious college st.udents. There was no significant

difference between the phone-contacL and no-contact

bibliotherapy groups. The important point here is that noL

only was stress-inoculat.ion bibliotherapy an effective,

convenient, and cost.-efficient. technique, but also t.hat

positive significant results \,vere achieved without therapist.

phone contacL.

Lenkowsky, Barowsky, Dayboch, puccio, and Lenkowsky

(tgel) attempted to assess the effects of bibliotherapy on

t.he sel-f-concept of learning-disabled, emotionally

handicapped adolescent.s in a cl-assroom setting. Because of

the nature of their problems, t.his age group was felt to be

particularly at risk for having low sel-f-esteem. A group of

96 chil-dren between t.he ages of L2 and 14 were sel-ected from

a special education school. The Piers-Harris Children, s

Sel-f -concept Scal-e was administered before and after

inLervention. Reading passages on themes of problems of

adjustment often encountered by handicapped children were

used for the intervention groups. The adolescents were
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divided into four equal- groups. Group 1 was invorved in
three book-reporL-and-l-iterature periods weekl-y where they
read books of general interest. Group 2 read the same books

but also had a weekly "raprrsession t.o discuss feel-ings and

school problems. Group 3, t.he first intervention group, read

the thematic l-iLerature. Group 4, the second treatment
group, read t,he same books as Group 3 and also part.icipat.ed
in a weekly discussion session.

whereas no significant difference was found between

the groups on the pretest, there was siqnificant difference
on posttest group mean scores. ft was found that while
Groups 1 and 2 did not gaín from their experj-ence, Groups 3

and 4 did show significant improvement in their self-concept
rating. There was no significant difference between Group 3

and Group 4 indicating t.hat. bibriot.herapy is an effect.ive
tool wit.h or without the benefit. of guided discussion within
the limíts of this st.udy. Lenkowsky et al. (tggl) attributed
this result and the lack of effect on Group 2, which

discussed problems without the comforL of projection offered
by the bibriotherapeutic process, t.o the need for special
needs adol-escent.s to maintain certain levels of independence

and distance. Groups 3 and 4 were not required to own their
problems. Hence, limitatíons were viewed as belonging to
someone else and probably l-ess emotionally t.hreat.ening.

Through bibliotherapy, students were abl-e to identify wj_th

their fictional counterparts and expJ_ore their o\^/n personal_
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prob1ems from an affective distance. This process of

identification, which helps counteract feelings of isol-ation

and abnormality, could contribute to the enhancement of

self-concept as much as the researchers' assumption that

bibliotherapy improved coping strategies and, hence, their

self-concept. Perhaps the sa1ient point. here is to consider

both the population that. is receiving treatment as wel_l_ as

the objectives for treatment, when deciding which form of

bibliotherapy to employ. Although this study lends empirical

support t.o t.he use of bibliotherapy with a special needs

populat.ion, findings could easily be general-ízed to a normal

classroom context. There was no indication given in the

report of the study regarding duration of the bibliot.herapy,

nor its longitudinal value-

The advocates of int.eractive bibliotherapy are many.

Regardless of whet.her the application is inst.itutional or

community-based, the material ís print or non-print,

didactic or imaginative, or the goal is changing disturbed

behaviour or gaining insíght into normal development, the

one common element in this research is the aid of a

facj-litator (Rubin, L9'79) . Several articles (Fisher, a96B;

Hayes, 1969; Penna, 1976; Sheridan, L982) that provide

empirical, syst.ematic support for the use of interactive

bibliotherapy wil-1 be discussed l-ater in this literature

review under the heading Support. For Bibl_iotherapv.
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Theoretical Basis

The premise that reading and experiencing l_iterature

hawe beneficial attributes and curat.ive power to effect

change in attitude, emot.ions, and behavíour, and t.o promot.e

hearing, raises questions about. the means and mechanisms of

this change. In most of t.he literature, t.he theoret.ical_

basis for bibliotherapy remains rooted in psychoanalysís,

probably as a resul-t of its cl_inical origins. Russe1l and

Shrodes (fgSO) equated the reading processes to the major

phases of psychotherapy in bot.h substance and function. The

theoretical explanatj-on of t.he therapeut.ic effect has three
major component.s: identification and projection, catharsis

and abreaction, and insight and int.egratíon. The read.er

identifies wit.h the characters and/or situat.ion and sees

simil-arities with his or her own problems. Cat.harsis

involves a release of emotionat energy and tension through

experiencing the charact.ers, emolions vicariously. This

l-eads to insight into one's personar experiences, underrying

motivations and needs, and possibl-e solutions and coping

strategies (Jalongo, ]-983¡ Lenkowsky, AgBj; pardeck, 1990).

Hynes & Hynes-Berry (fgee) claimed that the curative
process that resul-ts is centred not in t.he acL of reading
but in the guided dialogue about the material. Therapy is
viewed as a healing art not a reeducation and therefore

requires the arousal of emotions. The dual ínt.eraction

between the part.icipant and the literature and the
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participant and t.he facilitator is what brings about the

insight.. Confrontation with feelings provides the

possibility of growth. The raw emotional- reaction must be

channell-ed into recognition and integration through

interactive bibliotherapy.

However, in the fast two decades, t.he use of

bibl-iotherapy has expanded to incl-ude sel-f-act.uarization,

self-herp, education, and problem-solving apptications found

in the fl-ourishing didactic and instructíonal material

explosion, termed l-imited-contact therapy (Lenkowsky, L9g7 ;

Riordan & I¡lilson, 1989) . rrAs a resul-t of this expansion and

overlap in interpretation, definition, and utilizat.ion,

understanding and eval-uating the efficacy of bibriotherapy

is difficul-t" (Lenkowsky, 1-987, p. J-24) . The psychod.ynamic

theoretical- framework of identification, catharsis and.

insight does not fit this application. Alt.hough t.his
psychodynamíc hypothesis has been widely accept.ed since
1950, 1itt]e research has been undertaken t.o verify it.
(Til-lman , L984) -

Perhaps the concept of Arbert Bandura, s social rearning
theory is a more current approach to the fundamental_s of
bibfiotherapy, because it is grounded in cognition rather
than affect. At the heart of social learning t.heory is
observational- learning through modeting, which serves to
transmi-t. information to the observer. Books (symbotic

models) are one of the most common ways of t.ransmitti-ng and
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acquiring knowledge (Heitzmann & HeiLzmann, L975).

Bibl-iotherapy is a psychoeducational technique in which "a

student reads books for the purpose of identifying with and

model-ing the appropriate behaviours of real and imaginary

characters" (Lindsey and Firth, 1981, p. 322). Similarly,

Pardeck (fgeg) acknowledged the role of learning theory in

the principles of bibliotherapy, whereby, fictional_

characters offer the client model-s of positive, adaptive

behaviour. children who l-ack rol-e moders can benefit greatry

from this process (pisher, L968; Pardeck, L99O). Reading

affords one a greater awareness of one's inter- and

intrapersonal- landscape (Lindeman & Kling, 1969) - It al-so

giwes the reader a preview of what. he or she might. have to

face in a particular situation and how best to adjust
(coreman & Ganong, 1990). The reader develops communicat.íon

skiIls through appropriat.e modeling provided by fict.ionar

characters (Fuhriman et â1., 1989). Bibliot.herapy also

provides t.he reader with a sense of normalcy and val-idation

by seeing others in the same proverbial boat (Lenkowsky &

Lenkowsky, L978) and a decrease in feelings of isolation

through the awareness of shared experiences (Nickerson,

a97s) .

The aforementioned processes can al_1 occur quit.e

naturall-y wit.hin a reacLive bibliot.herapeutic experience.

So, too, can vicarious reinforcement and wicarious

punishment- Vicarious punishment. has a preventive and
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inhibitory effect on unaccept.able behaviour (Scl-abassi,

1973) - Vicarious reinforcement. is disinhibj-tory. For

example, if the model- is continuously reinforced for a

particul-ar behaviour, the observer wil-l be motivated t.o

perform simil-ar behaviours.

When performance is a desirabl-e outcome of

bibriotherapy, such as the need for behawioral change, there

must be incenti-ve to translate learning into behaviour.

Motivat.ion to perform can be enhanced by the input of a

trained facil-itator which woul-d change the bibliotherapeutic

dynamics from a reactive to interacti-ve process.

Limitations of Bibliotherapv

Although bibliotherapy has numerous benefits, it is not

wit.hout its potential problems. These problems centre

primarily around the t.herapist, Lhe part.icipant and the

material. The therapist must be trained in t.he process of
bibfiotherapy (Bohning, !9BI) , well_-versed in the

avail-ability of appropriate l-iterature (Graddíng & Gì_ad.ding,

L991") , have cl-ear goals in mind (,Jalongo, 1983), a thorough

understanding of the client's particular problem (pardeck &

Pardeck, 1-984) and needs (Cohen, 798'/) and an abil_ity t.o

buil-d rapport. Many t.herapists suf fer f rom a lack of
knowledge of literary resources of the imaginative Llpe
(Fuhriman eL âf ., 1989) . Also very import.ant. is knowing the

readiness of the client, since inappropriat.e timing wil-l-
j-mpede the process (cohen, L987; pardeck & pardeck, rgg4) .
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A knowledge of human development and developmental

problems associated with transition from one st.age Lo

another is important for effectiveness (G1adding & Gladding,

l99a) . There are also issues of education and accreditation

and exactly who should be pracLising the technique (Rubin,

1-979; Smith, 1989) . Smith (f gAg) sounds a cauti-onary warning.

to l-ibrarians about overst.epping their boundaries and

"vent.uring into the morass of deep emot.ional- problems" (p.

244) . Pardeck (1989), however, feels t.he non-skill_ed

clinician can play a valuab1e role in helping the chil-d

through the identification and projection stage while

avoiding the more advanced stages of catharsis and insight..

Reading can play a part in helping the child to model

positíve attitudes, behaviours and cognitive strat.eg.ies
(Pardeck, 1990) .

Bibliotherapy is not for use with all read.ers, in al1

settings, and for al-l purposes (Zaccaria & Moses, !968, as

cited in Bohning, 1981). Some therapists and client.s have

difficulty dealing within a symbolic domain (Fuhriman et

â1., 1989) . The partj-cipant must be ready, wil-ling and abl_e

to undertake the experience. Even so, there is no guarantee

t.hat the use of bibliotherapy will have the desired effect.
on the reader's att.iLudes and behaviour (Heitzmann &

Heitzmann, L975) . Edwards (L972, âs cited in calhoun, LgB'l)

pointed out. that because the readers perceive in accord.ance

wit.h their needs, goals, defenses, and values, they abstract
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only what they are able to percei-ve and organíze from the

l-iterature. Students may use reading as an escape from

required academic work (l,indsey & Firth, A9B1) . There may be

a fail-ure t.o identify with fictional counterparts or a

tendency to use them as scapegoats (Gladding & Gladding,

1991). The i-nteractive process may go a long way i-n helping
to overcome some of t.hese l_imitations.

Criteria For Choosing Bibliotherapeutic Material

The text.ual- material is so essent.ial to the

bibliotherapeutic process that cornett and cornett (rgeo, âs

cited in Jalongo, 1983) defíned bibriotherapy as "the right
book at the right. time" (p. 799) or "matching the right. book

to the right child" (Hendrickson, I9BB, p. 40). Criteria
such as accuracy, literary vaIue, and potentíaI for
controversy should be considered (.Talongo, 1993) . Most

bibliographies that exist suggest books that deal- with
specj-fic probrems, such as adjusting to divorce, adapting to
being handicapped, test anxiety, abuse, or ad.option, rather
than therapeutic or psychological themes, such as identity
st.ruggle, alienation, isolation, j-nt.erpersonal- intimacy or
meaning of life (Fuhríman et â1., 1999) . T,iterature must be

at t.he chil-d's reading or listening l-evel. f f iL is too
difficul-t it wirl- be frustratirgr too simple it. wil_l_ be

insulting (Pardeck & Pardeck, IgBj). Reluct.ant read.ers can

be given talking books and if t.he age or receptiveness is
right, many chil-dren enjoy being read t.o al_oud. (Cohen, j_9g7;
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Lenkowsky & Lenkowsky, L978; Pardeck & Pardeck, L9B7). The

age of the chil-d should be considered since chil_dren prefer

reading about characLers cl-ose to their own age (pardeck &

Pardeck, 1-987) . Avoi-ding overly moral-istic sel_ections

(Nickerson, 1975) and soporific endings (Manning, L7BT)

improves the experíence. The l-iterat.ure should present

crises in a surmountabl-e fashion, good coping st.rategies,

opt.ions and sol-utions (Col-eman & Ganong, L99O) and a

realistic bal-ance between good and evil (Manning, Lgg't) .

Many articles exist. which give helpful bibliographies

regarding specific problems and issues (Cohen, L987; Hipple,

Yarbrough & Kaplan, L9B4; Krickeberg, I99A; Manning, lgïj;

Pardeck, 1989; Pardeck, T-990; Pardeck & Pardeck, 1987;

Timmerman, Martin & Martin, L9B9) .

Lack of Emnirical Evidence

Ryan (tgSl, âs cited in Heitzmann & Heitzmann, LglS)

reported that bibliotherapy was trnot yet a science, it is an

arttl (p. a21-) . Scl-abassi (1973) suggested that the copious

amounts of literature on the subject. were "exiguous and

repetitive" (p. 70) but. found no lack of enthusiasm for the

technique, which was unfortunately not coupled with much

scient.if ic knowl-edge. Lindeman and Kling (1-969 ) acknowledged

the paucity of experimentar or case st.udies, attributing

this to the difficurty of measuring therapeut.ic effects,

especially over J-ong periods of time- By r97s, that probJ-em

of empirical support. had stil_l_ not. been sufficiently
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addressed due to methodological- and attitude measurement

difficultj-es (Heitzmann & Heitzmann, :-9't5) . Tillman (LgB4) ,

in reviewing the literature, found an obvious need. for more

research, particularly longitudinal studies, and recommend.ed.

that. planning for length of treatment and followup be

reviewed. Schrank and Engels (rger) called bibl_iotherapy an

"emerging discipline", requiring replicat.ion of outcome

studies in order to subst.antiate how, why, or when it works.

Perhaps t.he wide variety of designs and the tendency to use

bibriotherapy in combination with other treatments make it
difficult to be definitive about its efficacy and efficiency
(Riordan & Wilson, 1989) . Pardeck (fggO) stressed the need

for further testing of bibliotherapy as a t.reatment, toor.
Tmaginative sources for bibliotherapy remain essentially
invalidated (Riordan & Wi]son, 1989) . It. is in t.he area of
behavioral- self-heIp research that bibriotherapy has met

minimal empirical validation (Riordan & Wilson, 19g9) .

The fact that little empirical_ evidence for the

efficacy of bibliotherapy exist.s fail_s to dampen the

overwhelming enthusiasm and unshakabl-e faith in the process.

The copious amount of anecdotal evidence, examples of action
research, recommended generalizations and guided suggestions

attest to its ongoing, use in helping adurts, children and

adol-escenLs, in groups or individually, find relief from

emotional, deveropmentaf and minor adjustment problems

(Lenkowsky, :..987; Lindeman & Kling, rg69) . Bibr-iotherapy is
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a highly recommended adjunct to counseling (Schrank &

Engels, 1981) and should be regarded as a tool among many

other intervention strategies rather than as an effective
separate therapy (Riordan & wilson, 1989). rn spite of mixed

research resul-ts and a l-ack of evol-utionary and cumulative

evÍdence, the popularity of bibl_iot.herapy might be due in
part to the availability of material-s, rerati-ve inexpense of
use, diversity of recipients and users, non-j-nvasiveness of
procedure and innocuousness of process.

Support For Bibliotheraov

Probl-em-oriented bibl-iotherapy. some research exists to
recommend the use of bibl-iotherapy. with respect to specific
problems, vast numbers of descriptive articles abound, based

on cl-inical- practice, which attest to the virtues of
bibtiotherapy for a wide variety of probJ-ems, some of which

are/ chil-dren in foster care and adoption (pardeck &

Pardeck, 1987), abused children (pardeck, lggo), children in
stepfamiries (co]eman & Ganong, 19go), chil-dren in brended

famil-ies (Pardeck, 1989), children of ar-coholics (Manning,

1987 ) , and chil-dren experiencing separation and l_oss

(Bernstein, 1977).

special education qroups. Bibriotherapy has been used

with speciaÌ educat.Íon popuJ-ations. Lenkowsky and Lenkowsky

(1978), Lenkowsky et al. (1987), and Lindsey and Firth
(1981) have al-] used bibriotherapy with rearning-disabled
students and found that it improved self-concept and
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product. ivity.

Lenkowsky and Lenkowsky (L978) used a case study

approach in t.heir research. They recommended the use of

bibliotherapy as a possJ-ble psychoeducational- strategy to

meet the personal-, social, and emotional- needs of learning-

disabl-ed adolescents through the development of a posit.ive

sel-f -concept which is essential t.o learning and consistent

with bibliotherapy. Learning-disabled adol_escenLs suffer

from feelings of failure, impotence and inferiority.

However, reading about t.heir fictional counterparts who were

experiencing similar problems prowed to be a t.herapeutic

aid. Ident.ification wit.h t.he characters helped the learning-

disabled st,udents acquire a sense of normalcy and develop

better adaptation and coping skills.

Lenkowsky and Lenkowsky (tgle) suggest.ed t.hat any

cl-assroom teacher can begin a bibliotherapy program.

consul-tation with school- psychologists, librarians, guidance

counselors and social workers may expand t.he scope and

effectiveness of such programs by helping to isolate

specifíc factors which may lend t.hemsel-ves to amel-ioration

through bibliotherapy. Lindsey and Firth (fger) stressed the

importance of parental involvement in the process; to

strengthen t.he teacher's efforts, to improve rapport among

al-l- concerned and to provide inf ormation about the stud.ent, s
j-nterests. Cooperation can also provide help in choosing

appropriate materials. St.udent feedback and response to
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administered problem inventories demonst.rated the

effectiveness of bibliotherapy with the learning-disabled

adol-escent population (Lenkowsky & Lenkowsky, l-97B).

Lenkowsky et âf. , (1987 ) have provided empirical

evidence to support the claim Lhat bibliot.herapy improved

self-concept among the LD adol-escent populat.ion when used in

a cl-assroom setting. Their study employed bibliotherapeutic

t.echniques for two of four groups of learning disabled,

emotionally handicapped adol-escents. Administ.ration of the

Piers-Harris Chil-dren's Sel-f -concept Scale showed a

st.at.istically significant change in postintervention self-

concept for t.he two groups under t.he bibliotherapeutic

condition.

Other specJ-a1 st.udent populations with specific needs

and probl-ems who have benefited from bibl-iot.herapy are t.he

gifted, retarded and handicapped (Lindeman & Kling 1969) .

Although the above studies were undertaken wit.h special

education populations within the school context,, the resul_ts

may be extrapolated to normal- student populations.

Classroom cont.exL. In their review of the literature,

Lindeman & K1ing (1969) found bibliotherapy to be a useful-

classroom t.ool- for teachers who wished to meet their

students' d.evel-opmental, social/emot.ional- and academic needs

which were identified through interest inventories,

anecdotal records and students' writ.ings.

Fisher (rgee) conducted an empirical study which
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demonstrated the effectlveness of reading literature and

holding discussions on Lhe attitudes of fifth graders toward

American Indians. Attitude change \A/as measured by means of

an attitude scafe constructed for this purpose. The attitude

change of the reading group was st.atistically significantly

greaLer than that of the cont.rol- group. Reading plus

discussion changed the student attit.ude more than readíng

al-one (p . .05) . There was al-so a smal-l- but. consist.ent. gain

in the attitude of the control- group, sugigest.ing that

factors other than reading can effect change in attitude.

Fisher (fgeA) acknowledged the need for more information

wit.h respect t.o the various factors which influence attitude

change and the effects of reading within the context of the

cl-assroom.

Hayes (1"969, âs cited in Tillman, 1"984) studied the

effects of bibliotherapy on prejudice reduction by having

Grade 11 student.s read assigned books and participate in

guided discussion. A comparison of pre- and postscores on

various standardized at.titude tests indicated significant

change favourable to Blacks. There r¡/ere, however, no control

conditions set up t.o allow for the comparison of results in

g'roups without either reading or guided discussion.

Penna (tgle, âs cit.ed in Till-man, 1-984) tested the

effectiweness of a cl-assroom discussion and a tutorial-

approach in the use of literature to develop ego-identity

among adofescents. Pre- and posttesting on the high school-
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version of the rndex of Adjustment and val-ues scale resul-t.ed

in t.he cl-assroom discussion group showing statist.ically
significant improvemenL in serf-identit.y and self-acceptance

than either the tutorial- group or the control- group which

received no discussion aL al-I. Penna,s results do not

corroborate the findings from the Lenkowsky et al. (tgel)

study in which adorescents improved theír setf-concept from

bibriotherapy with or without discussion. However t.he two

adol-escent. populations were different. in that, unlike
Penna's subjecLs, Lenkowsky et al-. (tgü) used a learning-
disabl-ed group.

Sheridan (t982,

the relative effects

cited in Tillman, L984) investigated

three t.ypes of counseling methods:

individual counseling, structured group counseling, and

small- group counsel-ing employing bibtiotherapy on t.hree

groups of junior high school students affected by

separation, divorce, death and other factors. He found a

significant. preference for treatment in structured group

counsel-ing and bibl-iot.herapy groups compared to individual

counselj-ng. This study may indicaLe a general preference

among teenagers for a group setting compared to a one-on-one

situation, irrespective of the particul-ar psychotherapeut.ic

approach. There is wide agreemenL that group discussion

a]one can have a powerful influence on at.t,itudes and

opinions (Ti11man , 1-982) . fn studies which invol_ve group

discussions of the content. of bibliotherapeutic materials,

AS

of
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experimental- control- for the influence of group discussion

is, therefore, required.

Klingman (1985) compared the effectiveness of two

strategies: (a) bibliotherapy-oriented method using storj-es

f rom chil-dren's readers and (b) simul-ation games , for

enhancj-ng the acquisition of facilitative st.atements toward

the bereaved. The purpose of his study was to select the

more effective method to be used in a death educat.ion course

in a school setting. He used a convenience sample of two

randomly-sel-ected nint.h grade classes. Two days prior to,

t.wo days after and four weeks after íntervention, student.s

were asked to write a ]íst of statements they would make to
a bereaved cl-assmaLe. rndependent raters eval-uated the data

in a systematic way and statistical-l-y ana]yzed the resul-ts.

The results revealed (a) a significant main effect. of
groups (p . .001), with the simul_ation group showj-ng a

greater improvement in t.he facil_itat.ive quality of

st.atements than the bibl-iotherapy group, (b) a significant
main effect. of tj-me (p . .001), with an increase from pre-
t.o postintervention and from postintervention to foJ-low-up,

and (c) a significant. t.ime x group interact.ion (p . .03) .

Furt.her analysis reveal-ed that the students in the

bibliotherapy condition exhibited significanr (p . . 05)

preint.ervention to postintervenLion and postintervention to
foll-ow-up gains in helping st.atements. Al-though it. was found.

that. the simulation game provided better faci-ritative
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responses than the bibl-iotherapy group at both immediate

postintervention and fol}ow-up, both groups showed

improvement in the guality of their statements. The

dependent. variable was self-generated statements rat.her than

behavioral responses. Further study regarding students,

abiJ-ity to confront the reality of a bereaved cl-assmate

effectively and sensitiveJ-y should be undertaken. The long-

term durabil-ity of the resui-ts also needs investigation.
Klingman ( 1985 ) pointed out that t.he cost factor of the

simulation method is a drawback. Although the simul-ation

game method r^ras more effecti-ve, according t.o the resul-ts of
the Kl-ingman (1985) study, bibl-iotherapy can stil-l- be

considered a cost-effective, useful cl-assroom-based

intervention for a normal, middle-class adolescent

population.

ft enhances openness to and exploration of the

reverberatÍon of the text in the student.,s own

inner life, and enabl-es detachment from the

emotiona.l- experience in order t.o understand the

interpersonal- sit.uation on a broader and more

objective l-evel-r âs wel-I as on a personal l-evel_

(Klingman, 1985, p. 451 ).
Borders and Paisley (1992) examíned the developmental

effects of a bibl-iotherapy-based classroom guidance

curriculum as compared to a more didactic story-based

guidance curricul-um on two el-ementary school- classes over a
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12-week period. fntact cl-asses r¡rere used based on principal
recommendation. Groups hrere similar in abil-ity and racial-

and cul-tural- composition. The researcher acted as a l_eader

for both qroups. In the experimental_ group, stories were

read al-oud and were followed by class discussions and

journal- writing. Through the leader,s use of refr-ection and

cl-arification, student issues were encouraged to emerqe.

Literary maLerial- was chosen not only to meet guidance goals

but also to meet crÍteria for quarity estabrished by experts
in the fierd of chi-ldren's lit.erature. criteria incl_uded

eval-uation of theme, plot, characters, J-anguage, setting and

ill-ustrations. Attention was arso given to variety of genre,

suitabilÍty for oral presentation, J-ength, and mul_ticul-tural

appeal.

The control group hras presented with existing st.ory-
based guidance curricula designed to teach var-ues and

decision-making. No criteria for J-iterary guality \^rere

appried. The first 6 l-essons consisted of reading aloud

open-ended dilemmas to which the chil_dren were encouraged to
respond by choosing the appropriate behaviour and giving
reasons for their choices. The l-ast 6 lessons invol_ved the
reading aroud of biographical sketches that emphasized

values such as inventiveness/ courage, friendship and

al-truism- Aff 12 l-essons incl-uded orar discussion and

journal writing. rn all discussions the ]eader used

ref l-ect.ive statements -
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Developmental change r^ras measured quantitatively by

changes in conceptual l-evel- as eval_uated according to the

Paragraph Completion Test. This test provided a semi-

projective format in areas of conflict, uncertainty and

rul-e-structured authority rel-ations. Conceptual l-evel_ was

defined as "a personaJ- characteristic indexing both

cognitive complexity and interpersonal maturity" (Borders &

Paisley, 1992, p. 133), Qualitative support for t.he

quantitat.ive data was províded by review of the material

availabl-e in t.he student journals.

It was found that both types of classroom guidance

j-nterventions promoted developmental growth as measured by

the Paragraph Completion TesL, but the deveì-opmentat

measures of the experimental- group, experiencing L,he

bibliotherapy-based program, hrere statistically
significant.J-y higher than the cont.rol_ group which

experienced the more traditional story-based cl-assroom

guidance approach.

Borders and Paisley (1992) acknowtedged certain
l-imitations of their findings as a result of the nature,

subjects and l-ocation of the study. The students did not

represent a true random sampre. Furthermore, much went on in
the chifdren's lives and in the school- crassroom during a 3-

month period, makinq it impossibl-e to isol-ate any one single
factor as solely responsible for developmentar growth. These

drawbacks to experimentar research, which takes place j_n a
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schoo.l- setting, make strict control and general-ization of
resul-ts in any educational- research questionabl-e. However,

if the purpose of the bibliotherapy research is to determine

the efficacy of a particular type of cl-assroom intervention,
the experíment must take place within that type of
environment, reflecting the real-ities of school-based

research, regardless of the limitations for empirical

research design found within t.hat milieu.

Previous research had indicat.ed that conceptual growth

is usually non-exj-stent within a 3 to 6 month time period

without. careful-l-y designed educative experiences. The

results of the Borders and Paisley (1992) study suggested

t.he effectiveness of story-based cl-assroom guidance on

conceptual growth, with particularly encouraging results
attached to the use of qual-ity chil-dren,s l-iterature. This

study would benefit from reprication with the addit.ion of a

third group, which, durJ-ng the time period, received no

guidance intervention at al-]. rn spite of its methodorogical

l-imitations/ the Borders and Paisley (1992) study is a good

example of the use of bibtiotherapy for the purposes of
enhancing development.al growth within a normal cl-assroom

set.ting, rather than with speciaÌ popuJ-ations, individual_s

or small- groups having specific problems. Since the

adolescent school- population woul-d benefit from conceptual

growth in the areas of cognitive complexity and

interpersonal- maturity, extrapolation of Borders and
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Paisley's resul-ts to the adol-escent school_ population is a

worthwhile possibility .

In an article based on a review of the l_Íterature and

personal clinical experiences, Delisl_e (1990) recommended

the use of bibliotherapy as one of the most common

curricular approaches to exploring issues related to
adol-escence. Although his articl-e dealt wit.h gifted
adolescents at risk, he emphasized that gifted chirdren are

"chil-dren first, and gifted second" (p. 216), hence the

recommendat.ion of techniques found useful in curricula for
suicide prevention among the general popuration of students.

Suicide prevent.ion does not begin and end with talk of
death, but instead must provide students with skil1s to
better understand themselves, others and the wor]d around

them (oel-is1e, 1990 ) .



CHAPTER 3

Bibl-iotherapy in t.he School_ Context

Rat.íonal-e for its Application

Bibliotherapy is compatibl_e with the educational

philosophy of fostering t.he development of a whoIly adjust.ed

personaliLy and promoting social growth and learning. The

cl-assroom provides a naLural, logical set.ting f or it.s

execution because a carefully designed curricul-um exists,

development.ally appropriat.e material- is avaílab]e, programs

have flexibiIit.y, and a captj-ve audience and facílitator are

in place (Rubin, 1979) . This makes it possible for

psychoJ-ogy t.o be efficiently and economical_ly int.egrat.ed

into the structure and aims of the school, not external to
ir.

rn order to derive benefit from the bibr-íotherapeutic

process, the children need not be seriousl-y maladjust.ed. nor

the teacher a skilfed therapist. (Russel-l- & shrodes, 1950).

Any positive int.eraction bet.ween the student and his/her

teacher wil-l have an ef fect on t.he chil_d,s social and

personal development. Maslow (tgS+, âs cited j_n Delisle,

1990) emphasized the degree of infl-uence personal cont.act

can have on mental health.

Let people realize clearly t.hat every time they

threaten someone or humiliate or hurt.

unnecessarily or dominate or reject another

human being, they become forces for the creation
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of psychopathology, even if these be smal_l- forces.

Let t.hem recognize t.hat every (person) who is

kind, helpfu1, decent, psychologically democratic,

affectionate, and warm is a psychotherapeutic

force, even t.hough a small- one (p. 21-B) .

When specifically applied to enhance remediation,

prevention, adjustment, facilitation of growth and

development, social/emotional needs and the improvement of
problem-solving and coping skills, bibliotherapy has

enormous significance as an adjunctive tool for the school

psychologist. At any given time, sLudents have had, are

having, or will have life passage experiences. Bibriotherapy

can provide background and insight. into these experiences

(Hendrickson, 1988). By examining, in a legit.imat.e and safe

social- cont.ext, fictional charact,ers living through similar
evenLs, students have an opportunity for social

comparability and normal-ization. Feelings of isol-ation are

reduced and experiences are val-idated by reading about what

others think, feel and experience. A cathartic sharing of
feelings wj-th a fictionar character helps to reduce personal

tension or anxiety (Del-isle, 1990) . fdentification with
problems and behaviours are made, information conveyed,

questions answered, and insights into a whol-e range of
possible solutions gained by analogy or imit.at.ion of the

characters' solution of their confl_icts (Lindsey & Frith,

1981) . "A l-ittle vicarious injection of experience with a
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problem j-n a book...', (Darling, 1962, âs cited. in Ciancj_oJ_o,

1965, p. 898) can be useful- either to students who are

experiencing simil-ar issues in the here and now or to those

who will experience them in the future.

Experiencing l-iterature in a group set.t.ing, which

cfassroom-based bibfiotherapy provides, has certain
advantages. Teachers have the opportunity to buil_d a healt.hy

community in the classroom, based on mutual trust and.

rapport. students derive a sense of bel-ongingness through

grouping which helps create a healthy self-concept.. Reading

together in cl-ass encourages divergent thinking and

responses which might. not have been arrived at. individually
(Henrickson, 1988) . Last. but not. least, group activit.y
within t.he cl-assroom is both cost and t.ime efficient
(Hendrickson, 1988).

classes are no longer comprised of homogeneous groups

of students. variety and disparity exists with respect to
ethnicity, socioeconomic status, physicar and interl_ect.ual_

ability, peer pressure, including acceptance and rejecLion,
family struct,ure, val-ues, ethics and academic achievement.

one way to encourage tolerance, bett.er understanding of
others and readíness to accept differences and improve self-
perception among ethnic minority students is through the use

of bibliotherapy (Calhoun, I9B7; Coleman & Ganong , L990;

Pardeck, 1989) . Cal-houn (I9gj ) recommended screeni-ng classes
t.o identify st.udent.s suspected of having poor self -
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percept.ion. Being aware of reactions to topi-cs and

discussions is another effective way to discover and monitor

fragiÌe students. Teachers may achieve this with the help of

the school- psychologist.

Children often find it difficult to discover and

express their feelings (Timmerman, Mart.in, & Martin, 1999) .

Reading about reaf -l-ife sit.uations similar to theirs

promotes student self-understanding and insight into thej-r

own motivations, behaviours, thoughts and feelings (Col_eman

& canong, L990; Del-is1e, 1990) . Bibliotherapy offers

guidance by providing role model-s and opport.unj-t.ies to

rehearse what. has not yet. been experienced as wel_l_ as

vicarious understanding of t.he meaning and purpose of

struggles not. yet encountered in real life (Hell-er , L9g7) .

Coles (a979, âs cited in HelJ_er, 1-987 ) bel-ieves that:

We l-ive in a t.ime of spiritual aridity; our young

people know nothing of struggle; they think it,s

something you're not supposed to have. As soon as

the sl-ightest difficulty comes along, Lhey, re

overwhelmed. They faII apart. They don,t know

about problem-solving because they haven, L been

taught. Their world isn't t.he long, spun-ouL one

we know; iL's the quickie solution to everythíng.

They've lost t.he middl_e. They know about

beginnings and endings, but t.hey, ve lost process;

they've lost language. They're missing t.he sense
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of having something larger in their l-ives than

just the comfort of the moment. They're missing

the idea of service to something larger than

themselves. (p. 343 )

Books can also provide moral- guidance to which chirdren

can refer throughout their lives,. "â kind of ethical

nourishment with the abil-ít.y to time release its message"

(Rovenger, 1988, p. 46). LiLerature gives rise to a moral
j-maginat.ion that can enhance growth (Borders & paisley,

L992) by providing models and images of what has not yet.

been experienced in order to provide meaning and purpose to

one's st.ruggles (He1ler, L987) .

It has been projected that over hal_f t.he young people

today will- be living in blended or single-parent family

situations by the year 2000 (Glick, !989, as cited. j-n

Coleman & Ganong, 1,990; Glick, 1979, âs cited in Burns 6¿

Brassard, l-982) . For many, t.he adjustment presenLs probÌems,

since few peopl-e have been social_ized to live in that type

of environment. Recent st.udies have found t.hat child.ren of

divorce may continue to experience adjustment. problems for

as many as 10 years after the divorce (yauman, J_99L) - Family

difficul-ties ímpact directly on the performance and

behaviour of students in their school- environment and

therefore, are a major concern to teachers, guidance

counsel-ors and school psychologist.s. The use of

bibliotherapy by counselors, school psychoJ_ogists and
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educat.ors was recommended to provide information, insight

and self-understanding and stimulate discussion while

working with children, single parents and stepfamilies
(Burns & Brassard, L982; Coleman & Ganong, L99O; yauman,

1991). Bibliotherapy is a t.echnique that can be used with

individual chil-dren or groups. As a stimulant for

discussion, bibliotherapy all-ows particípants to deal- with

issues indirectly. Individuals need not be pushed int.o

revearing personal information before t.hey are comfortabl-e

(Yauman, L99I) . Although there are no valid measures to

assess deeper understanding and insight, coleman and Ganongi

(rggo) att.empt.ed to val-idate the technique of bibliotherapy

by assessing Íts effectiveness through surveying

participants. They viewed the reading of fiction to be an

effective educat.ional- tool- among stepmot.hers and counsel_ors-

in-training.

Role of the Teacher/Facil-itator

"Bibliotherapy is not a strange, esoteric activity but

one that lies within the province of every teacher of

literature in working with every chil_d in a group (RusseII &

shrodes, 1950, p. 335) . The rol-e of the t.eacher/facir-itator

is import.ant in advancing the bibriot.herapeutic process.

consul-tation and cooperation with other school personnel can.

expand the scope and effectiveness of the experience
(Lenkowsky & Lenkowsky, LgiB). A carefully planned and

conducted program of bibliotherapeutic act.ivity can have
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enormous benefít in guiding students to develop coping

behaviours, self-adjustment and probl-em-solving skill-s
(Davison, 1983) . Bibliot.herapy should incl-ude guided

discussion. Fol-low-up activities such as p1ay, arL, writing,

dramatizations, role playing and music provide opportunities

for communícation and emotional expression (Brown , I975 ¡

Hendrickson, 1988; Lindsey & Frith, 1981). Research suggests

t.hat. t.he facilitator should not try to influence the

student.s' opinions or understanding of the book, but j_nst.ead

try another selection if t.he desired effect. is not achieved

(Brown, a915) .

Certain teacher attributes are needed to effect

potential gain; recognit.ion of the st.udents, needs,

awareness of the effects of reading upon chil-dren in hetping

to sol-ve developmental problems of adjustmenL, knowledge of

t.he material-. understanding of the developmental l-evel- of

t.he students, skil-1s such as active list.ening, crarification

of content, reflect.ion of feeling and creation of an

atmosphere of safety and trust (Borders & paisley, 1992;

Hendrickson, 1988,. Jalongo, 1983; RusselI & Shrodes, 1950) .

Once these criteria are met, bibl-iotherapy may be used in a

therapeutic and preventive wây, in the context. of a normal-

classroom, to provide an opportunity to promote social,

emotional and developmental- growth , by expanding t.he

existing curricul-um over and above its literary value. Life

in the cl-assroom has the potent.íal of becoming a supportive,
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interdependent community. Even content areas such as

mathemat j-cs, sc j-ence and social- studies can be enhanced by

t.he reading of relevant novel-s and biographies to help

students identify with the times, become aware of t.he

appfications of each discipline and provide vocational

development. and social- a\^/areness (Schrank & Engels, A9B1) .

This use of bíbliot.herapy makes it consistent. with and

inherent in the curricul-um.

The facil-itative process can be viewed in t.erms of

Vygotsky's zoÍte of proximal development whj_ch is created

through the int.eraction between adul-t and chil-d. This zone

is defined as "Lhe distance between the actual- deveJ-opmental

l-evel- t.hat is ref l-ected in the chil-d's independent problem

solving and the problem-sorving l-evel t.hat is accomplished

with guidance (Vygotsky, as cited in Gredler, 1-992, p. 282) .

By participating in the process through mediation, the

teacher/facilitator becomes an adjuncL to the book,

promoting and advancing growth and development beyond the

current status.
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CI{APTER 4

Adolescent Development

Adolescence is "a phase of life characterízed by change

in every aspect of individual development as well as in

every major social context" (PeLersen et âf ., 1993, p. l_55) .

with all- the demands and pressures of the inner and outer

world of the adolescent, it is not. surprising t.hat the

adol-escent. st.age of development is so turbulent and

inherent.Iy vulnerabl-e. A host of biopsychosocial f actors

operate to contrj-bute to a state of fl-ux.

Biologically, the adol-escent. is experiencing puberty,

the process of developing sexual maturity. With the vast

physical changes come new relationships, expect,ations and

ritual-s, creating a sense of confusion and pressure along

with wonderment.

Social change primarily involves the move from

element.ary to secondary school with it.s inherent pressure of
peer groupings and friendship (petersen et âf., 1993).

Physiologicar and social- changes give rise to emotional

changes, ofLen manifesting themsel-ves in mood swings.

Tension exists as the adolescent withdraws from the

protection of the adult worl-d and the adul-t world withdraws

its protection. This wit.hdrawl- occurs in varying degrees and

at different times, usualJ-y with a l-ack of synchronicity.

The dependence on adul-ts is often replaced with a strong
peer group af f iliation. In a national_ U.S. survey of i",L52
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teens, 872 of the respondent.s reported that. other teenagers

exerted a great deal of influence on their behaviour,

compared to 572 home and 472 school- infl-uence (Ackerman,

ree3) .

There is a need and a desire to experiment, given the

expanded emotional, physÍcar and cognitíve capabilities. A

contradiction occurs because of simul-taneous feelings of
insecurity and brashness, both resurting from a r-ack of
experience (Konopka, L973) . This l_ack of experience makes

every negative outcome especially painful because t.here are

no prevíous resources from which to draw or they are not
viewed as appropríate or accessi-ble.

Adol-escents are striving for a sense of self in
rel-ation to others and to the worl-d around them. However,

the ol-d varue systems and categories used in chirdhood t.o

make meaning of things no longer work. There is a need for
val-ues clarification and re-evaluation, oft.en resulting in a

curious mix of idealism, moral philosophizing and

int.ransigence (Konopka , 1973) .

often a mismat.ch occurs bet.ween t.he psychological need.s

of developing adoJ-escents and the opportunities afforded
them by their soci-al- environmenLs (Eccr-es et âf ., 1993) .

The educational or classroom environment provided to early
adolescents in most junior high schools neither facil_itates
nor stimulat.es positive growth, performance or motivation.
Just when the adolescent is experiencing cognitive and
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social maturation and a need for autonomy, the academic

environment is emphasizing more teacher control- and

discipline and less opportunity for student decision-making,

choice and sel-f-management. The practice of using stricter

and more public, social comparison-based standards of

evaluating performance, between-cfass ability grouping and

J-arge group instruction serves t.o weaken an already shaky

adolescent self-concept and sense of efficacy (Eccles et

âf. , 1993) .

The same difficul-t.ies of stage-environment fit. hold

Lrue within the family structure as there is usually

confl-ict. between the adolescent's desire for autonomy and

the degree of independence and control provided by the

parents. Socially, the adolescent vacil-lates between the

world of the child and the worl-d of the adult., without quite

fitt.ing into either. The "goodness of fit" is l-ost, ãt l_east

for awhile.

Along with biological and social- changes come cognitive

changes as adolescents progress from being concrete

thinkers, i.e., beíng concerned with material reality, (what

rrisr'), Lo having the expanded inte1lectual- capability to

produce formal thought, i.e., being concerned with the

possible, Lhe probable and the theoretical, (what "if ,') . As

their thinking becomes more abstract, comprehensive and

fuLure-oriented, they gain the ability to conceptualize and

analyze, giving rise to hypotheses, implications,
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alt.ernatives and propositions and al_Iowing ident.ity
formation to take place (Mitchelt, 1992) .

Formal Thouqht vs. EqocenLrism

Formal thought. also gives adol-escents the abi]ity to
inspect and reason about their own thoughts and to
conceptual-ize about. the thoughts of other people. However,

consistent.ly interfering and confl-icting with Lhese new

capabilities is the adolescent tendency t.oward egocentrism

or I'Lhe tendency to understand and int.erpret the worl_d. in
terms of t.he self " (Mitchel_l_, L992, p. Ll) . The struggle to
attain impartiality, objectivity and clarity of thought is
t.hwarted by a desire to preserve cent.redness. Along with
improved thinking abil-ities comes concern about the
reactions of oLhers, self-doubt, misconceptions and

sometimes paranoia about anythj-ng t.hat challenges,

frustrates or contradicts Lhe egocentric self.

rnstead of helping adolescents to think more clearly,
the int.erplay between formal thought and egocentrism causes

cognitive and sociaf dist.orLion. Adol-escents may bel-j_eve

that they know what. other persons are thinking, especially
when their own fears and anxieties are concerned. This makes

for suspiciousness and defensiveness in relationships.
Egocentrism is like a fil-ter through which event.s and

realities are sifted. lt acts rike a smoke screen, allowing
the adol-escent t.o dj-stort and rearrange experiences in a

flattering way by selective remembering and. sel_ective
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forgetting. In general, ideas are rejected or accepted on

the basis of how they affect t.he person. The only frame of

reference of any consequence is t.hat of the adolescent, who

expects everyone efse to see things from his/her point of

view. There is an inherent rígidity in this way of thinking.

Adolescents assume that. they have a t,remendous

influence on events and people. They may believe that they

are the cause of t.heir parents' divorce or the reason their

team won the game. This distorted appraisal of reality can

be a source of both pleasure and pain (Mit.chel-l-, L992).

Imaqinary Audience

Because of inabil-ity to differentiat.e between their own

and olhers' thoughts and feelings, the adolescent,s own

preoccupation with self causes them Lo assume t.hat they are

the prímary focus of the attention, interest. and emotional

reaction of others. Being conslantly watched and evaluated

by this imaginary audience gives rise to heightened self-

awareness, self-consciousness and emotional- vigilance.

Personal Fabfe

Egocentrism may resul-t in adolescents, believing- in

their own uniqueness and specialness, known as the personal

fable. This elevation of personal emotions. experiences and

thoughts to grandíose proportions intensifies the drama of

everyday living and serves to make adol-escent.s feel isolated

because of the inability of others to comprehend what. they

are experiencing- An extensj-on of the personal_ fable is the
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adolescents' bel-ief in their own indestructibility and

immunity which may lead to risk-taking behaviour and poor
judgement. The large number of teenag,e pregnancies and

automobil-e accidents are examples.

Eq'ocentric Proj ection

Adolescents al-so practice egocentric projection by

extending t.heir own thoughts and feel-ings t.o the outside
worl-d. Different from the classic d.efense mechanism of
projection which is self-serving, egocentric projection may

or may not be bolsteri-ng, because it depends on t.he

adolescent's prevailing st.ate of consciousness. For example,

if an adol-escent. feels inadequate, he/she assumes that is
how the rest. of the worl-d wiews him/her (Mitchelr, L992) .

Adol-escent Narcissism

Adolescents exhibit many qualities att.ributed to
narcissist.s, which further expJ-ains t.heir self -cenLredness,

bel-ief in an imaginary audience, personal fable, feelings of
entitlement, craving for approval-, and exhibitioníst.
behaviour. All- this preoccupation with sel-f st.ems not from

self -pride, sel-f -esteem and sel_f -Iove but from an

insecurity, fragility, vul-nerability and. deep-rooted anxiety
that "comes from not having much of a self" (Hewitt, as

cited in Mítchel], 1992, p. 65) . This minimal sel-f

constantly seeks attention and affirmation either from an

admiring audience, specifically of one,s peers, or from

at,tachment to those who are more powerful and prest.igious.
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Adolescents are insecure because of their inability to

read the behaviour and motives of others. They are never

sure where they stand, leaving them vulnerable to

manipulation and exploitat.ion. This does not stop

adolescents from fabricating what. they t.hink other people

are thinking, oft.en putting relat.ionships into jeopardy.

They are const,antly on the alert, searching out. the

slightest crit.icism which is misconstrued as condemnation

and misint,erpret,ing general comments as personal insul-ts or

attacks. Reaction Lo criticism may be anger, denial or

resistance.

Adolescents l-ack the identity and self-knowledge t.o

att.ain J-ntimacy, genuineness and reciprocity in

rel-ationships. rntimacy demands a concern for t.he needs of
the other person and a sharing of identity. Their

narcissistic qualities interfere wit.h this sharing and

concern. Giving of onesel-f implies losing what has not yet

been acquired,. a sense of self . Understanding

int.erdependence and learning to share onesel-f wit.h others
without l-oss of self is a vitally import.ant deveJ-opmental-

task which foll-ows independence and isolation (Mitchel],

ass2) .

Adolescent Af f iliations
vùhat then is the nat.ure of adolescent affiliations

which are so vital- to their narcissistic cravings? Their
friendshi-ps have their own unique brand of characteristics.
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To rel-ieve feelings of inadequacy and insecurity,

adolescents are attracted to persons whom they perceive will_

l-ike them in return (egocentric mutual admirat.ion) . They

often choose companions who wiew t.heir shortcomíngs and

defects favourably, thus perpet.uating inappropriate

behaviours through peer approval (reciprocal

rationalization) . They have a tendency to equate the person

with the experience, leading to overinfl-ated. feelings toward

their partner and a deep and cat.astrophÍc sense of l_oss

should the relationship be broken (particul_arization) . In

other words, if t.he object of one,s love Ís gone, so too is

t.he experience of l-ove itself , never to be found again.

Friends are cal-]ed upon not to give honest criticism or
observation but to flatter. rf t.he friend fails to provide a

fl-attering mirror, the friendship will 1ikely fal-ter. Mut.ual-

emotional dependence t.hrough mutual_ (somet.imes blind)

admiration is construed as deep friendship and proof of

one' s importance (Mitchell_, 1,992) .

Separation and the Search for fdentitv

One of the most crucial tasks of adol_escence is the

construction of a healthy identit.y. A heal-thy identit.y is
composed of an abil-ity t.o cope with the demand.s of the adul_t

worl-d, to assess one's st.rengths and weaknesses, to
participate socially and emotionally in a community, to
satisfy one's personal- needs and desires, and to develop a

set of moral and ethical guidelines by which to conduct
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oneself in the world (Mitchell-, 1992).

Adol-escents are "in-process" as they strive to create

an identity. Combined with this quest for identity is the

painful process of separation from parental tÍes,
contributing to an existential lonel-iness and psychoÌogical

vul-nerabirity (Konopka, 1973) . Adolescents are l-eft without
internal guidelines and fulfilment of their dependency

needs. Suddenly huge decisions l-oom. Parents are no longer

seen as rel-iable, omniscient sources of information and

guidance. The former pillars of strength are scarred wÍth

human frailties. rn their insecurl-ty, adolescents often turn
to their peer group for answers/ in order t.o "rnrork out a

crude social- system and to l-earn the ropes from one another"
(priedenbergr âs cited in Mitchell, 1992, p. 78). Their peer

group need is often so strong that Lhey are willing to
sublimate their own personal desires to qain group

acceptance (Konopka | 1973).

The new-found freedom of adorescence forces many youngr

people to define new boundaries in their search to "know

thyself". However, certain attitudes and expectations get in
the way of sel-f-understanding and self-appreciation. These

may include craving for approval-, distortion of the future,
right to entitl-ement and craving for perfection, (Mitcherr,

1992).

Cravinq for Approval

Because of an insufficientj_y developed sense of
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ident.ity, adolescents crave approval from adul-ts and

acceptance and popularity from their peers. In some

adol-escenLs, this craving is so strong and irrational- that

they wil-l go to any lengths to achieve it.. Their desire for

approval al-so makes them easy targets for consumerism and

adwertising. Combined with this wish to please ot.hers is a

fear of rejection and disapproval and a feeling of

unworthiness and guilt if the approval is not forthcoming.

The desire for universal approval often leads to painful

disappointment.

Distortion of the Future

Another sel-f-deception frequently found in adolescents

is the tendency to distort the future, particularly in

social- and economic terms. Hence adol-escenLs may believe

that their future will- hol-d what they want it to, in spite

of objective information about bl-eak economic and social

forecasts. Fail-ure to become prepared f or a real-istic future

by making wise decisions and choices during adol-escence can

l-ead to serious stress, disappointment and a lack of

strategies.

Riqht to Entitl-ement

Some adolescent.s bel_ieve they are entitled to special

treat.ment or favours without. having to give anything back in

return. Part of the probl-em is that families and school-s

provide opportunities and benefits while expecting very

little in the way of duties and obl_igations. ff people and
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institutions are viewed as benevol_ent benefactors,

adol-escents wil-I have a hard time becoming sel-f-reIiant.
This exaggerated sense of entitlement impedes growth,

reciprocity and identíty-formatj-on.

Cravinq for Perfection

Perhaps one of the most worrj-some adolescent att.itudes
is a craving for perfection. Rather than face t.heir
frailties, they become obsessed with being the best and

suffer from feelíngs of insecurity and inadequacy when they

do not measure up. They fear criticism, making mistakes and

appearing less than inf al-l-ibl-e. The slightest f l-aw or error
spel1s irreversibl-e disaster. There is consistent sel-f-
recrimination, punishment and l-oss of self-esteem when they
fall- short. of their self-imposed goals.

Perfectionists fal-l_ prey to certain emotional

dispositions and mental- dÍstortions making them particurar]_y

vul-nerable (Burns, âs cit.ed in Mitchell, 1992). The

perception of fail-ure or inadequacy often triggers bouts of
depression or forms of anxiety. perfectionists often suffer
from l-oneliness and emptiness. They tend toward all--or-
nothing thinking, seeing t.hemselves as totar- fail_ures with
no redeeming feat.ures if they do not. meet expect.ations. They

tend toward over-generalization, doomed to endl_ess

repet.ition of negative events, which results in fear of
fail-ure and tremendous pressure to perform frawressly each

time. They tend toward "shoulds" and "oughts", resuJ_ting in
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condemnation of themsel-ves when they fail. They are hard on

themselves, oft.en condemning themselves for wasting time or

not doing better, despite high achievement or performance.

They also tend to t.hink t.hat others are abl-e to accomplish

their goals wit.h far l-ess effort. and fewer errors, thus they

always f eel- inadequat.e. Experience and guidance are needed

to develop acceptance of themselves and their imperfections.

Specific Appl-ication of Bibliot.herapy to Adolescents

The adolescent is struggling to perform certain

developmental tasks, such as consLructing an identity,

attaining clarit.y of thought through the confusion of

egocentrism, acquiring self-knowledge and learning to share

onesel-f . MakJ-ng these tasks complicated are a myriad of

emotional and behavioral- incongruities, such as selfishness

pitted against interdependence, conformity against

individuality, separation against loneliness, rigidity and

rhet.oric against impart.iality and objectivity and audacity

against insecurity. How can adolescents be helped to

accomplish their tasks? What means of communication seem

most effective?

Whil-e a useful- tool at any age and st.age, bibliot.herapy

seems to be part.icurarly wel-l- suited to adol-escenls. since

students at. this age are often difficult. to engage,

bibtiotherapy provides a vehicle for communication

(Lickorish, L975) -

Till-man (1984), in his review of the lit.erature,
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presented several- articles which highlighted the positive

use of bibliotherapy with an adolescent population. Hayes

(tSeg, âs cited in TilIman, L984) found significant change

in at.tit.ude favourabl-e to Blacks after t.he reading and

discussion of books in an Grade 11 English cl-ass. Caffee

(tglS, âs cited in Ti11man, L984) observed positive changes

in t.he development of interpersonal relat.ionships and

acceptance of others in secondary student groups who were

exposed to a bibliotherapeutic experience. Penna (A976, ãs

cited in Ti1lman, L984) found the cl-assroom discussion

approach to be more effect.ive than the tutorial_ approach in

using literature to improve sel-f-identity and self-

accept.ance among adol-escents. Sheridan (tgeZ, âs cited in

Till-man , 1,984) f ound that. counsel-ed groups, which invo]ved

bibl-iot.herapy, felt significantly better about their

treatment than student.s who were individually counsered.

Lenkowsky (1987), in his review of the literature

cited st.udies in which adolescents experienced. gains,

part.icularly in the areas of maintenance of overall

emotional- health (Angelot.ti, 1985 ; Tartagini, I97 6 ;

Taubenheim, 1979; all- cited in Lenkowsky, IgB't) . He

suggested that., based on research, trbibliotherapy may best.

be considered as a possibl-e instructional and walues

clarification sysLem, not as a truly val-idated counserring

inLervention" (p . L2B) -

General-l-y speaking, adol_escent.s have more questJ_ons
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than answers and more problems than sol_utions (Hipple,

Yarbrough, & Kaplan, 1984) They rarely go to adul_ts for

help, instead relying on their own fragile peer support

system- The set of standards by which t.hey measure

themselves is no longer that of their famity but the one

imposed by their peer group (Del-is1e, L990) . Research

confirms the importance of peer group opínion and. influence

on the behaviour of adolescenLs (Ackerman, 1"993; Lenkowsky &

Lenkowsky, L978).

The classroom may provide a safe environment in which

t.o reach out, connect, discuss, reveal , validat.e, refut.e,

learn and empathize. In the positive atmosphere of the

classroom, adol-escents come to real-ize t.hat their opiníons

are val-id and val-uable. Bibliotherapy helps them explore

t.heir own thoughts and feelings at their own pace and obtain
feedback from their peers under the guidance of a sensitive

adu]t.. rn a non-intrusive way, bibliotherapy allows them to
touch sensitive issues from a comfortabl-e distance with as

much personal involvement or revel-at.ion as they are willing

t.o give (K1j-ngman, 1985) . Looking at imaginary characters,
weaknesses, although similar to their own, tends to be

kinder, gentler and less threat.ening to their egios of which

adol-escents are so protective (Lindsey & Frith, 1991) . It.

provides them with an opportunity to l_earn to share

themselves with others, which is a vital- developmental_ task
(Mitchell-, 1992) . Through ident.ification with the characters
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and awareness of shared experiences, feelings of isolation

are reduced (Nickerson, 1975) . By discovering that others

think the same thoughts, a sense of normalit.y is impart.ed.

They can achieve a vicarious awareness of their problems

wit.hout the fear, guilt and feelings of inadequacy

associated with facing reality (Lindsey & Frit.h, 1981). The

needs of adol-escents f or emotional growt.h and development,

sel-f -knowledge, self -reflection, val-ues cl-arificat.ion and

self-expression may be met through identification,

catharsis, insight. and modeling which may take place during

the bíbl-iotherapeutic process.

As their quest for identity continues, adol-escents need

a consequence-free moratorium to shop around and try on

different rol-es, solutions and approaches to life (Rovenger,

1988) . By vicariously learning about consequences, coping

strategies, different viewpoint.s and alt.ernative solut,ions,

adolescents may gain both inhibitory and disinhibitory

experience. Literature affords an awareness of tragedy by

providing an opportunity to experience life's dramas

vicariously, without the real pain (Fuhriman et â1., 1989).

Bibliotherapy, as a t.herapeutic agent for change, may bring

about. growt.h in att.itude, behaviour, emotion and thought by

facilítating non-l-inear, intuitive learning (Fuhriman et

âf. , 1989) .
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CHAPTER 5

Adol-escent Suicide

Adol-escents are faced with multiple challenges of

establishing an identity, learning to function

independently, growing physically and intellect.ually,

choosing a career and developing fove rel-ationships.

Evi-dence suggests that healt.hy development and resil-ience to

risk are fostered in an atmosphere that provides stabl-e care

from a competent adul-t, good learning and probl_em-solving

abil-ities, social responsiveness t.o others, competence and

perceived sel-f-efficacy (Kazdin, A993) . Unfortunately, the

passage for contemporary adol-escents is fraught with

increased psychosocial stressors: family instabilit.y,

geographic mobility, increased parental pressure to excel in

the face of diminishing opportunities, rejection when

expectations are not meL, rising use of drugis and alcohol-

and tough competition for grades, colleges and jobs. The

support. systems previously found within the extended family

structure, the church/synagog'ue and the neighbourhood are

not as evident today. Studj-es carried out on adolescent

parasuicides and suicides found the home sit.uation, in
general, to be charact.erízed by chaotic and disorganized

rel-ationships resulting from divorce, workíng mothers or the

absence of one parent, high mobility and distant family

rel-ationships (Health and Wel-fare Canada, a9B7) .
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Risk Factors

Several biopsychosocial factors have been found to set

the stage for suicidal- behaviour (ideation, attempt. and

complet.ion) in the emotionally vulnerable adolescent

population, by contributing to a state of emotional_

dist.urbance, high anxiety, isolation and al ienation,

depression, helplessness, and hopelessness. They are

physical illness; psychiatric ilIness, specifically

affective disorders, conduct disorder, antisocial

personalit.y disorder and substance abuse; poor

socialization, communication and probl-em-solving skills;

genetic predictors and neurotransmit.ter imbal_ances; l_ow

self-esteem and self-efficacy; academic problems and. career

uncertainties/' pressure to achieve; mass media coverage of a

suicide; concern over sexual- orientat.j-on or ident.ity;

avail-abilit.y of firearms; sexual or physical abuse;

unemployment,. multiple problems/ psychosocial sLressors;

l-imited resources,' divorce in families and/or unhappy home

life,' and multiple losses (Garland t Zigler, 1993; Hea1th

and Welfare Canada, a987) .

The primary risk factors whích have been ident.ified

from psychological- profiles of adolescents who have

committed suicide include drug and alcohol_ abuse, prior

suicide attempt., affective illness such as depression,

ant.isocial or agg'ressive behaviour such as t,ruancy or

stealing, family hist.ory of suicidal_ behaviour, and the
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awailability of firearms (Ackerman, 1,993,. Garland c Zigler,

1993 ) .

Even if some of t.he aforementioned predisposing factors

exist, it usually Lakes a precipítating event to trigger

suicidal behaviour. The fol-l-owing were identified: mental

heal-th crisís (major family disrupt.ion or dissolution,

sexual or physical assault); perceived failure at school,

work or sports,. humiliating experience such as arrest or

abuse; and loss, bereavement or rejection by a romantic

partner or parent (Garland & Zigler, L993; HeaILh and

Welfare Canada, 1-987) . A 1-988 study found that an

interpersonal- conflict. was a precipitating factor in more

than 7OZ of the suicides (Garl-and &. Zigler, I9g3). In short.,

"suicide is an end resul-t,' a congl-omerat.ion of worries which

have escal-ated to an unbearable point" (WaIler, 1991, âs

cited in Heal-th and Wel_f are Canada , !987 , p. 32) .

In addition, a number of warning signs or pre-death

events often exist which may be a signal for serious

intervent.ion. These incl-ude direct or veiled t.hreats of
suj-cide, changes in behaviour, and divesting oneself of
possessions. The difficul-t question is why some youth

experience slressors with littl-e negat.ive impact whil-e

others experience such pain that suicide becomes an option.
statistics are poor predictors when assessing individual

adol-escents at. risk (Delisl-e, 1990) .

Gender differences in adol-escent. suicide are a result
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of biological, intrapsychic, social, and cu]tural factors
(Garl-and &. Zígler, L993) - Dif f erences exist in the areas of
rat.es of att.empt. and comp]etion, methods used, ut.il-izat.ion

of crisis intervention centres, warning signs. perceived.

societal pressure/ responsiveness t.o prevention programs/

and imitative responses to medía reports on suicide (Heal-th

and l,vel-fare canada, 1,987; overholser, Evans, & spirJ-t.o,

1ee1) .

There is evidence to suggest that perfectionism, bot.h

sel-f-imposed standards and socially prescribed

perfectionism, which is the perception that significant

others have perfectionist.ic expectations of onesel-f , is
rerated to suicide threat and suicide potentj-a1 in the adu1t.

psychiatric population. Perfectionistic teens who equate

personal worth with personal success view failure as a

devastating J-oss of self -worth (Del_isl_e, 1990) . Work is in
progiress to determine whether or not socially prescribed

perfectionism is a potential predicLor for suicidal

behaviour among an adofescent population exhibiting mixed

cl inical disorders (Hewitt , Newton, FJ_et.t. , & Ritchie , in
press) .

Prevent i-on

fn an attempt to stem t.he rising t.ide of adol_escent

suicide, schools have developed curricul_um-based prevention

or education prog'rams. The content. usualÌy consists of
statistics of adol-escent suicide, list.s of warning signs,
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information on where and how t.o geL help, discussion of

skil-ls to encourage peers to seek help and t.he issue of

confidentiality. Although furt.her study is needed,

eval-uation studies have found that. t.hese educatíonal_

programs do not have the desired effect on attj_tude and

behaviour (Garland e. Zig|er, 1-993) .

There are inherent. problems with an educational

approach to suicide prevention. In order t.o destigmatize

suj-cide and encourage students to seek help, suicide is

presented as a reaction to common adol-escent psychosocial_

and interpersonal- stressors to which everyone is deemed

vurnerable, not as an acL linked to ment.al il-lness. There is
l-itt1e evidence to suggest that this cognitive-based

approach serves as a preventive measure by encouraging at.-

risk adolescents to get heIp. By viewing suicj_de as a

react.ion to common adorescent st.ressors, the behaviour is
normalized and protective social taboos are reduced.

Furthermore, there is a misrepresentat.ion of facts since

current empirical information on risk factors indicates a

relationship between suicide and psychopathotogy (Garl_and &

Zígler, L993 ¡ Heal-th & Wel-fare Canada , I9B7) .

Suicide prevent.ion programs often exaggerate the

incidence of adolescent suicíde in order to increase

a\,vareness and concern. A 1991 U.S. Gallup survey of teens,

however, gave empirical_ evidence that indicated thaL

adorescents are acutely aware that suicide is a significant
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social issue (Ackerman, 1993) . The dangers inherent. in this

infl-ation of numbers are three-fold. First., the commonality

of the act may cause it to be viewed as accept.able.

Secondly, anxiety leveIs about peers may increase

unnecessarily. Thirdly, program developers have i-gnored t.he

l-iterature on the cont.agion/imitat.ion factor in adotescent

suicide. Presenting case histories of att.empters and

completers to help st.udents identify peers at risk may cause

them to identify with the probl-ems and consider suicide as a

sol-ut.ion t.o t.heir own problems (Garl-and &. Zígler, 1993) . It.

is the educaLors who benefit mosL from knowledge about

warning signs and communit.y resources.

Suicide prevention should not begin and end with t.alk

of death (Delis1e, 1-990) . The thrust of suicide prevent.ion

programming for students should lie not. only in the

identification of risk fact.ors but in t.he promotion of

problem-solving skil-l-s training, socíaI compeLence buirding,

general- menta] heal-th education, sel-f-efficacy enhancement

and improved understanding of oneself, ot.hers, and the

outside worl-d (Delisle , 1-990; Garl-and & Zigler , L993) .
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C}IAPTER 6

Methodology

Research Method

In an attempt to view adolescents from their own

perspective, a naturalistic-ethnographic research method was

chosen, which coul-d be specifically described as case study

methodorogy. The philosophical foundation undertying case

study research is derived from the phenomenological_

perspect.ive of symbolic interactionism and ethnomethodology,

which attempts "to underst.and the world through the

subjective percept.ions and meanings of it.s human actors'
(Angus, L986, p. 61) . fL is the cont.inuous interpretation

and reinterpretation of the symbors acquired from the
perceptions of the int.eractions with others that. makes

meaning of t.he social sit.uation (Angus , j_g}6) .

The naturalistic-ethnographic paradigm 'aims at the
hol-istic description of the total- phenomena in context and

attempts to generate from the descript.ions the comprex

relat.ionships of factors that influence human behaviour

toward, and bel-ief about, the phenomena" (Hoshmand, 19g9, p.

16) . rn an endeavour to describe and interpret t.he event.s,

naturalistic case study research relies on qualitat.ive

methods (McMi1lan, L992) .

First and foremost, the research is carried out in the
nat.ural setting, without extraneous interference, because

the context is believed t.o be "heavily implicated in
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meaningsr' (Hoshmand, 1989, p. 16) . The researcher gathers

data as a participant or non-particj-pant observer of the

phenomena. This is achieved through observation, interviews,

fiel-d notes, questionnaires, and document analysis. A t.hick,

rich description is provJ-ded, t.hat extends over time to

ensure the incl-usion of minut.e details. The experience is

flexibl-e and evolving, with emphasis on the process of

behaviour. The purpose is not to confirm or disconfirm

preconceived hypotheses but. rather to generate hlpotheses.

Data are col-l-ected and analyzed inductively. Out of the

reaf -life situations may emerge a t.heory through t.he process

described as grounded theory, which helps conceptual_ize the

data (faft, 1988). Finally, t.he aim is to try t.o understand

reality through the eyes of the participants as they are

inf luenced by and in turn inf 1uence the worl_d around them.

The phenomenological- perspect.ive is subjective, with reality

residing in the fived experience of the individual_ (Cohen,

1993 ) .

Settinq

The study Look place in t.he contexl of a cl_assroom

within a smal-l-, private junior-senior high school . Although

the school building is old, it is cheerful, modern, weJ_l-

equipped and clean. The school- is ethno-cuJ_turally

homogeneous wit.h some socio-economíc disparit.y. student.s in

the school- are primarily middle-class, coming from wel_l_-

educated backgrounds. A sma11 number are ESL students,
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emigrat.ing primarily from Eastern Europe or Israel-. The vasL

majorit.y of the studenL population is university-bound.

Although an atmosphere of competitíveness is not fostered,

excellence is highly regarded. Student.s are under pressure

from their teachers, parents and, often, Lhemselves to do

welf

Although t.he religious affil-iation of the students is

singular, the l-evel of observance varies widely. The st.aff

members are not al-l of the same rel-igious group. The

religious orientation of the school- curricul-um is

representative of only a smal-l- minorit.y of the students.

However, basic religious principles are adhered to by

everyone, creating an atmosphere of mutual- respect and

trust. Violence does not exist within t.he school- and

discipline probl-ems are comparatively mild and easily

resolved.

The dedicated and experienced administration and staff

are real advocates of the st.udents. The majority have been

at t.he school- a number of years and know the students weIl.

The classroom, where the natural experiment took p1ace,

is bright and carpeted. Wooden desks are lined in rows, the

teacher's desk is l-ocat.ed at the front, and posters adorn

the wal-Is. For the purpose of this particular class, Lhe

studentsr upon ent.ering the classroom, changed the

configuration of the desks to form a rtulr shaped conversation

area. The teacher, by and Iarge, stayed posJ-tioned at the
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top of the rrlj'rr (the front of t.he cl-ass) .

The course, through which the t.opic of suicide was

being explored, is an optional Grade 11 English course.

Students who sel-ect this course are generalJ-y either

part.ícularl-y interest.ed in English or not part.icularly

interesLed in the sciences. Other topics studied were t.he

family, alLernative love styles, the adolescenL, and abuse.

Pertinent lit.erary material, novels and poetry, is sel-ected

by the teacher who developed t.he course herself a number of

years ago.

Participants

Students. The participant.s in this natural experiment

were a Grade 11 class of 16 students; 5 boys and 11 girls.

With the exception of one student, all had been together in

school since Grade 7 and many shared the same elementary

school experiences. They all live primarily in two broad

areas of the city. Being a part of the same general

community, many of the students go to the same summer camps

and social gatherings and know each other's siblings. They

are a microcosm of the school- macrocosm in Lerms of family

background, parental expectations, and socioeconomic status.

A1I the students \^/ere dressed in tlpical adol-escent attire

of jeans, tee-shirts and sweatshirts. They sat in t.he same

location for each class with the fewer number of boys

interspersed among the gir1s. Students came to cl-ass to

work, nol fool around. If t.hey were re1uctant to share their
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views, they, at the very least, listened to what was gor-ng

on or at least Pretended to'

Their familíarity with each other and their teacher,

whomt'heyhadknownsinceGradeT,createdanatmosphereof

mutual respect in which everyone's opinion was valid and

valuable. The atmosphere was positive and conducive to

discussion, revelation and reflection'

Classroom Teacher. Their teacher is very experienced'

confident and. quiet.ly in control. She continually

summarized, interpreted and. reframed in an empathic way as

the students expressed t.heir views. on occasion she shared

pertinent, personal stories with the cl-ass- Although she

graciousty invited the researcher into the classroom as a

non-participant observer, without a momenl's hesitation, she

confessed to feelj-ng conscious initially of the researcher's

presence. she reported that this feeling rapidly disappeared

and. she soon forgot the researcher was there '

Researcher.Event'houghtheresearcherwasnota

stranger to the participants, she tried to be as unobtrusiwe

aspossibleSoasnottoinfringeontheminanyway.She

always sat on the periphery, changing her vantage point

regularly in order to see all- the students from different

angles. The only place she avoided was the front of the

room.

Beyond. being introduced as a university student and

sitting in the classroom, Lhe researcher was a non-
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participant observer. Because of ethical concerns, she was

Lo have no interaction with the students. Whether or not her

presence impacted on t.he students is hard to assess. Knowing

her and one of her children could have made it either more

or less comfort.abl-e for each of the students. The researcher

felt the students goL quite used to her as they discussed

quite openly, candidly, and copiously. Their teacher did not

feel the researcher' s presence changed the dynamics of the

group or the behaviour of individuals. The researcher

suspects t.hat the students would be narcissistic enough to

Iike t.he idea of being featured in a study.

As a student., the researcher had a vesLed int.erest in

t.he success of the project. She had Lo overcome her innate

self-consciousness of being spotlighted for a time and being

very aware of the artificiality of her presence. Because the

researcher v/as trying to be as unobLrusj-ve as possjble, she

had a sense of not belonging. So when tragedy struck, in the

form of the suspected suicide of a class member's ol-der

sibl-ing, t.he researcher felt particularly extraneous and

intrusive. Yet, for her own self-inLerest, she wanted the

project to continue. On the one hand it seemed so timely and

on the other, so insignificant. The researcher had to remind

hersel-f constantly that any insight into the perceptions of

adol-escents coul-d be helpful in trying to understand their

point of view from a devefopmental and preventive

perspecLive. As time v¡ent o0, the researcher became amazed
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at how bibl-iotherapy gave them a vehicl-e for communicat.ion

and exploration without pain.

Ongoing encouragement, guidance and advice was received

f rom her advisor at. every step. When t.he researcher

described her reluctance t.o remain involved, her advisor put

things into perspectiwe by highJ-ighting the increased

importance of the project.

Stimuli

Material covered in the unit on teenage suicide

incl-uded The Bel-l- Jar by Sy1via Pl-ath and five related

poems, entitled, "About School " , ',Richard Cory'r , "To Santa

Claus and Litt1e Sisters", 'tMirror',, and t.he famous "To be

or not. to be " soliloquy from Hamlet (Appendix A). Students

were also given handouts: Facts and Fallacies About suicide
(Appendix B) and Suicide: Common Warnins Siqns (Appendix C) -

Students \dere asked to fill out a SuicÍde Opinion

Questionnaire at the beginning and the end of the unit
(Appendix D) . There were two speakers from t.he Society for

Depression and Manic Depression; a woman, who talked
generally about the topic and a young man, who gave insight

into personal experiences of depression and attempted

suicide. A special Phi] Donahue program on suicide was shown

on video.

Course assignments consisted of reading and answering

questions on the novel-, listing specific examples from the

story which indicated depression (Appendix E), and journal
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writing at various intervals. All assignments were collected

and graded. Criteria for grading the journals seemed to be

an honest effort. to communicate. The teacher responded and

made personal comments on each of the journal entries.

Procedure and Methods of Data Col-l-ect.ion

Fiel-dwork included observation, informal- interviews

with the teacher, document analysJ-s, access to journals and

questionnaires. After each entry, journals were photocopied

and submitted to the researcher under t.he students' code

names. Each English cl-ass was observed for 40 minutes, 4

t.imes a cycle over a period of 5 weeks - Copious notes were

taken during each class to provide a thick, rich description

of t.he phenomena as it unfolded. Attention was paid not only

to what was saíd but also how, by whom, and what. was not

said- The fieldnotes were reread and expanded.

Informal- interviews with the teacher were conduct.ed

of ten af ter cl-ass to cross-check observat.ions. Thís was

useful in Lerms of gaining another perspective of what had

transpired and to confirm or disconfirm the int.erpretation

of the researcher. At t.imes, clarification or additional_

background information was needed to ill_uminate the process.

In some viays t.his is a series of case studies within

one case study, since opinions, feelings. and attitudes of

the group are composed of those of individual- members who

did not always agree. Dat.a were analyzed inductively as to

issues, themes and patterns that emerged across time and.
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across individual-s to explain and conceptua)-íze the data.

Gender differences in attitude were observed. By the use of
j-ndexing and progressive focusing or reduction, the mat.erial-

was organized into a manageabl-e amounL (Hook, agBL;

St.enhouse, 19BB) . The coll-ection of data from multiple

viewpoints, the prínciple of triangulation, enabled the

researcher to grasp t.he multiple realities and draw

conclusions, search for discrepancies, confirm or reject

relationships, and formul-ate alternatíve interpretations
(Hook, 1981) .

Et.hical considerations were addressed through

appfication for approval- to the Faculty of Education

Research and Ethics Committee which accepted the proposal

(Appendix F). Letters asking for parental permission to use

t.he anon)¡mous material for purposes of this st.udy were sent

out t.hrough the school under the signature of the school

principal and the researcher (Appendix G) . rn accord.ance

with a requirement. of the Research and Ethics committee, a

lett.er was sent to the teacher assuring her that. the

researcher and the advisor will take responsibility to draw

to the attention of the teacher any concerns they may have

in relat.ion to suicide and the subjects of the study, given

their professional expertise, should any questionable

circumstances arise from data collected in the st.udy

(Appendix H). All student material was submitted voluntarily

to the researcher under a code name chosen by each st.udent.
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In that wây, anonymity was ensured. For the purpose of Lhis

thesis, code names were replaced with randomly chosen

colours.
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CHAPTER 7

Findings Based on CIass Notes, Journals and Questionnaires

The first journal entries were written prior to any

discussion of t.he topic of suicide. Blue called it ilunfair

when a person leaves this wor1d" and attributed the act to

"deep depression" and a loss of emotional control, not

selfishness, in spite of the "broken hearts and lives of

his/her close relat.ives and friends". He/she revealed her

own suffering from "deep depression every week" but he/she

makes herself "find beautj-ful- things t.o enjoy". Her advice

was to try not to think of bad thíngs lest it. becomes a

habit. trlt is all in the strengt.h of your wiIl" and she

quot.ed Scarlett O'Hara from Gone With the Vüind.

Green acknowledged the importance of t.he topic but fett.

discussion should begin at an earl-ier age because I'a younger

teenager is l-ess capable to express and sort out their [sic]

feelings than an older one. The older a person gets, the

more able to get. t.hrough a problem" . There is a conventional_

assumption that. age brings wisdom and bett.er coping skills.

Oranse was "excit.ed to l-earn how ot.hers feel- about this

t.opic" and hopes to be able to get int.o "deep discussions,r

but doesn't yet have much to say. Similarly, Black was

interested in l-earning and discussing, but. didn, t know how

he/she felt about the topic.

Purp1e wanted to know what "drives a person to a point

where they wanL to just end itt'. He/she viewed it. as an
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'easy way out'r, a sel-fish act t.aken by people who have no

strength at all to face up to t.he same problems that

everybody eJ-se has. Similarly, Red cal-led it. a "thoughtless,
selfish acLrr by a "sick" person who is not in the "right.
state of mind". Grev al-so thought of it. as a sel_f ish act of

"lonely and very depressed people". Brown viewed suicide as

an "escape from all problems". Copper, after experiencing

the suicide of a friend of a friend, came to the real-ization

that it is not only the I'mosL selfish thing a person coul-d

do" but also "the most pathetic way of escaping a difficult

siLuaLion". He/she attributed it t.o "emotional- immaturity,'.

Beiqe began in general terms of how suicide is a big

social problem that. only affects other peopte, unt.il l_ast

year a personal experience caused him/her confusion.

Burqundy tal-ked about. feel-ing l-oss and anger if a

"friend felt that his/her soluLion was an easier one Lhan

coming to mer'. He/she related a very personal experience

about someone on the edge t'f really believe I tal_ked her

out of killing herself that night. ft was the most

emotionally exhausting experience of my life" -

Taupe moralized that. there is ,'no probl_em whose

resolut.ion is suicide there is a sol_ution for

everything". He/she is disturbed by the finalit.y of the act,

because the person "may hawe made a mistake".

Turquoise was totally against suicide except when

people are suffering from incurabl_e disease.
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Yel-]ow fel-t 'tupset and sorry" for the victim who feel_s

that this is the "only answer to problemsrrandrrno one else

coul-d ever understand" the reasons. He/she fel-t a person

should not stay miserable just to avoid hurting the people

left behind.

Two opposing themes emerged during the first. class

discussion. The more prevalent. one, that. suicide is a

selfish act, an easy way out, is less empathic and

reflective. There was a range of opinions on why people

commit suicide: (a) lack of problem-solving or coping

skill-s, (b) feelings t.hat no one loves them or cares, and

(c) depression and a l-ack of sound reasoning ability and

stability. Students disagreed as t.o whether or not the act

\¡/as spontaneous. One person fel_t that. if you tal_k about

doing it, you will not do it. Anot.her person gave an example

of someone she knew who tal-ked about it and did it. Some

fel-t that most people have problems and find ways to cope

"if you t.ry hard enough',. Their teacher suggest.ed that some

may not see ways to sol-ve their problems. One person f el_t. it

\^/as a waste because the person may feel- better in a week or

in 10 years and maybe he/she didn, t mean to do it. The less

conventional- view was t.aken from the perspecLive that. the

one who commits suicide should not be forced to suffer a

miserabl-e l-ife because of the terrible repercussions to

others. This approach was more empathic and investigative,

acknowl-edging the complexit.ies of the t.opic. However, he/she
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qualified her opinion by stating t.hat he/she did noL approve

of suicide.

A discussion about t.he facts and fal-l-acies of suicide
(Appendix B) was begun in the next class. The issue of

gender differences vras discussed. The class seemed to agree

that gj-rIs tend to I'overreact, want aLLention, get reaIly

excited", whereas guys tend to "keep t.hings to themselves,

hol-d in problems till that's the only way ouLrr. The teacher

reminded them that cul-turally mal-es are taught to bottl-e

t.híngs up and also mentioned that the difference could be a

result of methods chosen. One person felt it. took courage to

hold a gun to one's head. The teacher wondered what could

take people to such a level.

They al-so talked about why suicide rates are so high

among adol-escents. They fel-t it had t.o do with adolescents,

having so many problems and not knowing how to handle them

because their "vision is clouded". By the time they,ve

reached adulthood, they've worked out problems. One person

philosophized that "growing older solves adol-escent

problems". The teacher pointed out t.hat problems of

adul-thood are as severe buL coping mechanisms are improved

through experience.

The class felt that people who talked about suicide

wanted help, opinions, at.tention and/or reaction. If people

are stil-l talking, they have not yet reached a final

decision. Once a final- decision is made, they do not want to
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discuss it for fear of being dissuaded.

Next class students discussed the role of depression,

menta1 il-l-ness, genetic loading, alcohol/drug abuse, copy-

cat suicide, methods and the importance of never keeping a

conf idence related to suicide. They were invited t.o writ.e

the second journal entry after they finished discussing the

facts and. fal-l-acies sheet. (Appendix B) .

Green found suicide a "difficult issue'r because 'no one

reaIly knows t.he reason a person would want' t.o kill themself

[sic] " . The person does not real-ize rrwhat they are putting

the surviving friends and family through". He/she is

saddened to think that. a person is "so troubled as to follow

through with t.heir death" . This represented a shift. on

Green's part from social convent.ionality to empathy for the

wictim.

Many students did not like t.he questions and the

survey. They felt the questions were vague and open to

interpretation or they disagreed with the answers. yel-l-ow

f el-t that. every suicide case and victim is dif f erent.. ,,No

one knows what is running through the person's head because

no one could ever understand how that person feel_s". He/she

felt that t.he "imporLance and significance of individual

cases" is belittl-ed. Red found him/herself upset by t.he

discussion and didn't like to tal-k about it. Bl_ack fel_t that

it isn't "fair to generalize" because suicide is about

individual-s.
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Brown l-iked the survey because it I'can open the eyes of

someone who is cl-ose to someone el-se who is thinking of

commj-tting suicide". Taupe learned t.hat. there were a l-ot. of

things about depression and suicide that. he/she did not.

know. Both Turguoise and Beiqe were pleased wit.h the class

discussions.

Orange now has ambival-ent feelings. On the one hand

he/she feel-s it's selfish and'ra coward.'s way out of a

problem". On the other hand, he/she "feel-s sorry for people

who commit suicide because they feel they're [sic] problems

are too big t.o deal with".

Burqundy is "numb'r from hearing t.he word "suicide" day

after day. He/she wonders what it would be l-ike to lose a

friend, how friends would feel if they lost. him/her, and who

his/her true friends are.

At the next class t.he teacher introduced t.he novel, The

Bell- Jar by Sylvia Plath and gave some background

information on the author. The book is aut.obiographical,

about. Plath's 19th summer when she sl-íd int.o depression and

attempted suicide. The book was written several years l-ater

from journals t.he author had kept. One month after t.he book

was published, Sylvia Plat.h committed suicide. The class was

horrified by the fact that she killed herself with her

husband gone and her two young children asl-eep upstairs
rrThat's sick!! A mot.her's first. priority should be her

kids". The students al-l- identifíed with Plath,s chil_dren.
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Only the teacher mentioned how distraught she must hawe been

to do such a thing-

Anot.her important point brought forth was that no one

understood what happened or why. The students felt plath was

a good acLress at. masking her true feelings. She appeared so

put t.ogether. Maybe if she would have been more open, events

would have been different. One st.udent remarked that when

she was reading the book, she was admiring Pl-ath, s ability

to create such an accurate picture.

Perhaps t.his is a good t.ime to pause and d.iscuss the

nature of t.he stimul-us, the book, The Bell- Jar.

Bibliot.herapy invol-ves matching the right book t.o the right

child (Hendrickson, 19BB). The teacher chose t.his particular

novel not only for its literary value but also because it

ends on a positive note with the heroine's recovery from

depression. The story takes place in the summer of 1953 when

Esther/Sylvia was in New York after having won a writing

contesL. Al-though the topic is currenL, the social cont.ext

is not. The sexual- revol-utíon had not yet taken place. The

gender double standard was very much entrenched. The

Feminist movement was not yet popular. Many of EsLher,s

trials and tribulat.ions, such as sleeping with someone

before marriage, not get.ting married, or wanting to pursue

her own dreams would simply be non-issues today. In many

ways the book did not general-ize to t.he students, experience

because it was so far-fetched in time and place. Many
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students found it "boring". However, the distance enabled

the cl-ass to get as cl-ose as they chose without feeling

threatened, precj-seIy because there were so many things to

which they could not relate. The text st.il-l provided a

springboard for discussion and stimulus for addressing the

students' own thoughts and feelings on t.he.topic.

The response in t.he journals refl-ect.ed what students

thought about t.he book. Green "coul-d not. rel_ate with Esther,r

because "she did not. seem l-ike a nineteen year old, she

seemed much younger and inexperienced t.han someone her age', .

Copper felt it. gave the unit more meaning because 'we could

apply what we had read to what we had learnt',. It. had "some

sorL of impact on al-l- of us, either in a posi-tive or

negative v/ay". Pink felt the most significant. part of the

novel- was that it. showed there is "help out, there for people

who need it " , even t.hough he/she could not. rel_ate t.o the

heroine and her concerns. Taupe found it .increasingly

difficul-t to read as Esther was sinking farther and farther

int.o her depression". However, she l-iked the fact that. it

was authentic not speculative. Turquoise l_earned that the
I'most non apparent person can commit suicide".

The class discussion revolved around the signs of

depression in t.he book (Appendix D) . What happened to this

academically bril-l-iant st.udent, winner of t.rips and

schol-arships, to make her want to kil_I herself? They

acknowledged the generation gap but st.ill- identified with
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some of t.he issues want.ing to be alone, fear of marriâge ,

getting even with Buddy (her boyfriend) , Buddy, s

deceitfulness, feeling t.hwarted in wanting to do exciting

things, not feeling happy since she was nine years old, l_ack

of fulfilment.. They agreed that. depression is a composit.e,

not attributable Lo one incident or symptom.

The next class dealt. with Est.her's struggle of what to

do with her Iife, even with her good grades. This is an

issue with which t.his group coul-d identify. One student felt

that there is nothing out there for them. Anot.her expressed

the t.hought that at l-east Esther had opt.ions which do not.

seem to be availabl-e today. The students discussed getting

high marks for one's parenls, not for oneself PRESSURE to

succeed. The teacher remarked that top students can be prime

candidates for suicide because it can be so difficul-t. to

live up to their reput.ations and the expectations of others

and self . Students t.alked about how Est.her "conned" her way

through her physics course and worried that she would be

found out, representing an example of a l-ack of self-

efficacy. One person suggested that Esther really felt like

an "imposter" wit.h her good grades.

Est.her gave no cry for he1p, ro sign t.hat she was in

pain. ft is hard to help someone who does not share. She

used an assumed name to hide who she real_ly was. She made a

conscious choice not to share her feelings. One student

commented that it is rrscary[ t.hat nobody knows how fríends
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are feeling.

Two speakers from the Society of Depression and Manic-

Depression came to t.he next cl-ass. Mary Bet.h Erickson talked

about t.he clinical- aspects of depression. Mark spoke about

his personal battl-e with depression and persistent suicide

attempts. The students were very attent.ive. He tal-ked about

how he had been feeling when he attempt.ed suicide

compJ-etely alone, having a dj-storted perception of reality,

unable to express his feelings, withdrawn, worthless. After

his presentation, he answered questions. One person asked if

he was thinking of the effects on others when he tried to

kiII himself. He said he was not thinking c1early. He just

wanted to end t.he pain inside. He was not being selfish but

rather thought. of himsel-f as a worthless burden. He

emphasized that suicide is not an easy way out. They asked

if he was upset or happy he survived. He said that. at first

he was angry, but with t.herapy, self -help and medication,

l-ife can be t,urned around. It is a sl-ow process. He stressed

the importance of not trying to handle things alone and

being sure t.o tel-l- someone.

Red wrote_that. t.he speaker answered many of his/her

questions. Green was glad he came to I'share his sLoriesr'.

Copper "really enjoyed hearing Mark's story alt.hough it \^/as

very sad". He/she is "happy he has pulled his l-ife

together". Beiqe enjoyed the speaker because "it. was so real_

and courageous of him to share his storyrt. Taupe thought the
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rrBEST" part of the unit. was Mark, because, being a 'rsurvj_vor

of depression and several- suicide attempts", he gave

insight.s and was "al-most able to provide us wit.h answers to

questions". Turquoise wrote that Mark showed him/her a

dífferent view of the topic. Mark made him/her realize that

it wasn'L easy to commit suicide, how much suffering he went

through and that "suicide is not. real-J-y all that. selfish,

but a desperate cry for help". Blue came to the realization

that. t.he suicidal person is emotionally sick and needs he1p,

not only from friends, but also from doctors.

The cl-ass was given an informat.ion sheet about. common

physical, emotional and behavioral warningi signs of suicide
(Appendix C) . One crit.icism was that it was so general.

Students had seen so many of these symptoms in themsel-ves

and others. The teacher explained that as an English t.eacher

she gets concerned when work comes in about death because it

might be an indirect way of asking for heIp. She always

speaks to the st.udent. or the guidance counsel-or. Her message

to the class was that if a friend is acting strangely, seek

out help.

The class began a discussion of Esther, s descent into

depression. Esther experienced a tot.al change in

personality- Her insomnia brought forth a flood of personaÌ

stories. Her difficulties with her first psychiat.rist were

mentíoned. The teacher st.ressed the importance of finding

someone you like and trust. Perhaps Esther could have been
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helped sooner if she had found a doctor to whom she could

relate -

The class switched from t.he book to a collect.ion of

poems on the topic of suicide (Appendix A) , in order to gi_ve

them time to finish reading the book. Many students found

the poems more powerful than the book. They evoked emot.ional

responses with which the students coul-d connect. The

important point. is to offer variety and fl-exibility with

regard to choice of stimuli to ensure inclusivity for the

students.

The f irst poem "-AbouL Schoolrr was written by a boy of

twel-ve shortly before he committed suicide. The st,udent.s

quickJ-y identified with t.he boy who was forced to conform to

a "systematic lifestyle" and not allowed to express his

imagination. One person \¡/as bothered when the teacher in t.he

poem unfavourably compared the boy's drawing to that of

another student. Another st.udent in the class compared t.he

boy to Esther who did not want to be l-ike everybody else.

One person told of her own kindergarten experience when a

teacher told her she was wrong to draw blue eyelids. To this

day she wants to go back and te}l t.he teacher she was not

\^/rong, that ít was blue eyeshadow. One person t.old of her

brother who is an incredibl-e writ.er but is always being

accused of plagiarism. Another st.udent reveal-ed that he was

a much better artist when he was younger. A rone dissenter

was not afraid t.o express his/her views amidst an out.cry.
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He,/she felt that. the teacher is teaching the right way and

one has to conform to get ahead.

The Donahue video on teenage suicide sparked much

commenL in the journals, both positive and negative. Some

were suspicíous of tal-k shows in general. Ot.hers found the

video interesting and informative. The important points that

came ouL were: suicide can happen Lo anyone, Lhe impact on

survivors is horrible, help is avaiì-able, do not. keep

problems inside, and teenagers suffer confusion and pai-n.

Many journal ent.ries refl-ected feelings of empathy and

respect for the parents who lost children through suicide.

The students were abl-e to see another perspect.ive, not onJ-y

their own narrow view. Instead of. distancing themselves,

students were willing to recogníze human behaviour and

suffer on behalf of others.

Green was "glad [the video] was made so it could help

discourage others from committing suicide by l-istening to

the real stories of those who have t.ried it". Conversely,

Yellow felt the program \^/as a failure because he/she "never

got any messages saying 'don't do iL/'r. Turquoise agreed

wit.h the teens on the program that "parents don't usually

pick up the signals that Leens try to get across without.

actually saying what's on their mind". He/she thought that

"parents shoul-d be more aware of their children's problems

and try to help Lhem". There was a lack of understanding

that even if parents may want Lo know, they cannot be
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expected to be mindreaders.

The next class was the last one on the book. Students

discussed the symbolic meaning of t.he title, The Befl Jar

stifled, imprisoned, on display, preserved to remain t.he

same, stuck, suffocating. At the end of the novel, Est.her

felt she is able to expand and breathe again. Unfort.unately,

the bel-I jar descended again on Sylvia Pl-ath, one month

after publication of the book.

They were asked to comment in class on the book. One

person wished it had been written more recently because it

focused on things that were not interesting. Anot.her person

said he was reliewed to be reading a book writt.en for

adults. He was interested in reading abouL the female

perspective. The t.eacher suggested that had Esther been a

woman of the 1990s, she would not have fel-t so differenL

from everyone else.

The poem, "To Santa Cl-aus and Little Sisters", was

found to be depressing. It was writ.ten by a 15 year old boy

Lwo years before he committed suicide. When asked for

thoughts on the poem, one person voiced surprise that. a 15-

year-o1d could think l-ike that "so tal-ented but not very

naturaltr. One person said it sounded like t'a cry for heIp".

Anot.her person shared hís thoughts that "art.ists release

their emotions through their artrr.

The message gleaned from the poem "Richard Cory,' was

that people are not as happy as they seem. This person
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appeared to have everything but, ãs one person observed, no

mention is made of family or friends. The teacher suggest.ed

that he may be feeling a sense of isol-ation and loneliness

in spit.e of all he appeared to have.

There was a journal entry specifically devot.ed t.o t.he

poems. Burqundy found the poems to be the rrmosL effecLive"

part of t.he unit because the ,'feelings expressed in the

poetry come through in a way they don'L in prose,'.

Yellow strongly identified with the 'A_bout School_"

poem. He/she told of a kindergarLen experience that. he/she

has never forgotten and came to the realizat.ion that what

the teacher did was 'corrupt his/her creativit.y into a

systematic train of thought". He/she also addressed the

issue of comparison t.o others. "These are two terrible

problems linked to a syst.ematic deadl-y chain." He/she would.

Itl-ove to be a kindergarLen teacher and break this corruptiwe

and opressive [sicJ chain". This response is very personal,

ref l-ective and emot.ionally volatil-e.

Through this poem, Taupe was abl-e to "underst.and how

much society urges conformity rat.her than individuality. .as

though we are robots in human shaper'.

Black liked "Richard Cory" because it made him/her

realize that "people who seem to have everything, could in

reality, really have nothing". It reminded him/her of

someone who committed suicide who 'came from a very wearthy

family, had a good education, a good family life, friends,
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etc.'r Orange generalized Richard Cory's story t.o being "the
problem within society". Green saw how the person j-n the

poem 'úias an example of "how everyt.hing' on the out.side could

seem perfect but on the inside t.hings are never perfect". ft

is just an rract t.hat he has everyone fool-ed by". Taupe

concl-uded that "material wealth does not det.ermine spiritual

happiness".

Purple thought t.hat "To Santa Cl-aus and Littl_e Sisters"

talked about "how kids l-eave signs that there [sic] suicidal

and call-ing out. for some help". He/she concl-uded with t.he

point that. "kids wanL to be saved and we shoul-d l-ook for the

warning signs". Taupe thought t.hat. "if [the boy in t.he poem]

had let his mother see his second poem, she would have been

able to help him during his period of depressionrr. Green

felt. the boy was afraid to show his hidden feelings because

he did not think people would want to know t.hem and t.his

prevented him from being helped.

The studenLs' final journal entries gave positive

feedback about the unit.. Apart. from shortening it and adding

more poetry, there were few suggestions for change.

Purpl-e fel-t the unit was "heIpful. . . it helped me to

start and t.ry and recognize the signs of people who are

suicidal and explained how that. anybody can commit suicide

no matt.er of [sic] what they have or who they are. ,l

Copper now realized that. "suicide is not a se1fish act

and there is a lot more inside a suicidal person than just
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being sad and giving up on life... obviousl-y anyone who

would commit suicide is sick and needs help and clearly

aren'L [sic] in normal- st.ates of mind" . He/she now knows

'rit's not that easy to judge teenagerst' who commit suicide.

Burqundy felt more confused than ever and found the

unit I'emotionally numbing" buL indicated t.hat he/she is

"sLarting Lo understand more clearly (unfortunately) the

feelings and mot.ives behind such actions" -- lost innocence.

Green came t.o realize "how valuable my friends arerr.

He/she found ít 'tvery therapeutic...to share feelings...and

express what. I was feeling. It helped to listen t.o people

talk about. the same feelinqs and pains you were feeling and

experi-encingt' .

Blue referred to t.he problems and pressures of

adolescence and the difficulty in dealing with all the

emotions and decisions experienced. "People expect too much

from us [as ado]-escentsl usualIy, we from the other side

want to get everything that people expect from us. rl

Pink no longer thinks suicide is as sel-fish as at the

beginning of t.he unit. He/she tried to understand "what was

going through the minds" of t.hose who tried to commit

suicide but he/she hoped to trnever fully understand what was

going through those peoples Isic] minds" -

Black felt ,'it is important to learn about oLher

people's problems and the way they deal with their problems

in order to sol-ve our ownrt .
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Beiqe fel-t the rrclass discussions personalJ-y helped me

a l-ot especially when f needed someone to tal-k to. f was

able to share with the cl-ass how I was feeling and share my

thoughts with them[ an ímportant developmental

t.ask.

Tursuoj-se felt t.he t.opic is 'rbleak" but "important. to

l-earn about so kids that. are t.roubled can be assured that

there is help around and because it. will let us know that

t.here is an answer to our probl-ems we just have to try

hard enough to find it".

Yell-ow 1iked the rropenness and partícipaLion" that

occurred in the class so "everyone has a chance t.o discuss

thoughts and feelings".

A Suicide Opinion Questionnaire consLructed by the

researcher from the one described by Domino (1991) was

administered during t.he first class, immediately aft.er the

first journal entry, and at the very end of t.he unit, during

the l-ast cl-ass. Both times, 15 st.udents fil-led out the

quest.ionnaires. Cumul-atiwe results of bot.h questionnaires

can be found in Appendix E.

It is of interest to highlight some of the attitudinal_

aspects t.hat charact.e rize this convenience sample of

adolescents. Although no statistical analysis of the resul_ts

was undertaken, certain opinions and changes in opinions are

worthy of note. An overwhelming number of st.udents (f: Lhe

first t.ime, 15 the last. tj-me) agreed t.hat almost everyone
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has at one t.ime or another thought about suicide. This

certainly supports the reported estímates of suicide

ideation among adol-escents. There is agreement (tZ the first
time, 15 the last tíme) that loneliness is the most freguent

message in suicide notes, that, suicide attempts are

typically preceded by feelings that l-ife is no longer wort.h

living (fg the first time, a4 the 1ast. time), and that
individuals who are depressed are more likely to at.tempt

suicide (fO Lhe first time, a4 the last time) .

E1even students t.he first time and 12 t.he last time

disagreed that. suicide happens without warning, indicating
that students are aware t.hat warning signs exist. The

majority (at least 11 out of 15) disagreed with t.he

following statements: a) suicide is normal behaviour; b) a

person is suicidal- forever; c) improvement following a

suicide crisis indicates that the risk is over,- d) suicide

victims usually come from broken homes; e) suicide is
inherited and runs in the family; f) once a person survives

a suicide attempt., he/she wil-I not likely try again; g)

there is a certaín 'typeil of person who commits suicide, and

h) if someone want.s t.o commit suicide, it is their business

and we have no right to int.erfere. These opinions reflected
a reasonably high l-evel- of sophistication ín st.udents,

attitudes in t.hat they understand that. improvement following
a crisis does not indicate that. t.he potential for suicide is
over, that simply because a person survives an att.empt does
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not mean that the person will not try again, and that there

is no typical profile of suicidal person. They also

displayed a concern and feel-ing of responsibility for their

f el-low person' s wef l- -being.

CerLain changes of opinion bet.ween the first and the

last. responses are interesting to highJ-ight. Whereas

students initial-ly disagreed or were undecided about the

fact. t.hat suicide is a leading cause of death among young

people in Canada, 1,2 out of 15 agreed with that. statement at

the end of the unit, suggestíng an understanding of the

seriousness of the situation. They changed t.heir opinions

from 7 ín agreement and 7 undecided to L2 in agreement and 2

undecided about the statement that people should be

prevenLed from committing suicide because most are noL

acting rational-Iy at. the time. Yet, when asked to respond t.o

the statement that a person who tries t.o commit. suicide is

not responsible for t.hose actions, 10 were undecided and 3

disagreed initiall-y, but, the second time around, only 4

were undecided and 11 disagreed. This response perhaps

indicated a denial- of the involvement of psychoses in

suicidal behaviour since the majority were eit.her und.ecided

or disagreed with the statement t.hat suicidal people are

mentally il1. considering their overwhelming acknowledgement.

of the role that depression pJ-ays as a factor in suicide,

the students must have made a distincLion between ment.al-

illness and depression.
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More students acknowl-edged that suicide is essentially

a "cry for he1p" after hawing been exposed to the material-

in t.he unit (A the first. time, 9 the l-ast time) , even though

they v¡ere undecided or disagreed wit.h the statement that

most people who attempt suicíde do not really want to die.

The first time, only 3 students disagreed and 10 were

undecided about the statement that people who threaten to

commit suicide rarely do so, but after the intervention, B

st.udents disagreed and 6 were undecided, indicating an

improvement in t.he understanding of warning signs, but a

need for further education.

They \¡/ere largely undecided or disagreed with the

statement t.hat it is unusual for someone who ís thinking

about suicide to be dissuaded by a "friendly earrr,

unfortunately not seeing this as representing an import.ant.

preventive action. They al-so did not place much faith in the

preventive qualities of good coping skills, perhaps because

they viewed coping skil-ls as cognitive and suicide as an

emotional issue.

By and large the group

coupJ-ed with a fair degree

educatíon, guidance and an

have given a great deal- of

suici-dal behaviour.

conveyed some strong attitudes

of uncertainty. There is need for

awareness that. these adol-escents

thought to concerns about
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CHAPTER 8

Individual Profil-es from Journals

Purpl-e

Purple has given thought to the topic of suicide and

has decided that it is simply a "selfish'r acL, perpetrated

by "wimpsrrwho have no strengt.h t.o deal with common problems

and no regard for their family and frj-ends. This reflected

an egocentric at.t.itude representing social conventionality.

However, when t.here was personal and emotional invol-vement,

Purpl-e's tone became l-ess judgement.al and more empathic.

The person he/she knew who committed suicide was not a I'wimp

looking for an easy way out" but a "beautiful and loving

persontr .

No longer choosíng to distance him/herself, Purpl-e

gradually began to recognize the vulnerabíl-it.y of human

beings . Af t.er watching the Donahue special, Purpl-e tried to

understand why so many teens are so depressed that they

woul-d want to take their own l-ives. There was an attempt to

t.ry and understand differeri.ces rather than paint everyone

with the same brush. From his/her response to the poem,

"Richard Cory", Purple realized t.hat suicide can hit just

about anyone. The poem, "To Santa Claus and Littl_e Sisters",

helped him/her understand t.hat 'tLhese kids want' to be saved

and we should look for the warning signs". purple,s journal

entries showed a progression from condemnation and

impatience Lo reflection, empathy for the human condition,
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and a search for understanding.

Yel-}ow

Compared to the majority of the cl-ass, this person took

a non-conformist at.t.itude. Yel-]ow had done a lot of thinking

about the topic and acknowledged the complexity of it.

There was empathic understanding and an att.empt to see

suicide from the victim's poínt of view. "If someone is

miserable enough to use death as a possible answer Lhey then

have to take t.hemsel-ves int.o consideration rather than

olhers". Yellow att.empted a deeper examinatj-on from

different aspects, including that of other people, Lhe

victim and his/her own. t'I know that. often other people

become angry at the victim, however, I feel_ more upset and

sorry for someone who feel-s lsuicide] is the orrly answer t.o

sol-ve their [sicJ problems " .

Yel-Iow used a very personal metaphor in which he/she

was askíng for help. ft involved a messy bedroom and the

l-ack of a seL of instructions or someone to stand over the

person's shoulder telling him/her how to clean the room.

The room just became messier the l-ess the person cl_eaned

until finally "they lgaveJ up and [stopped] cleaning aIl

[sic] together" - There was a wish at. the end for a set of

instructions, that more people wourd get help and that rooms

did not get messy in the first pIace.

There was criticism of t.he Donahue episode that. there

were no messages telling him/her 'rdon,t do itr'. Again there
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was a longing for adul-t instruction and someone to gi_ve

directions; simil-ar to t.he room metaphor.

The poet.ry inspired a deeply personal response about an

adul-t who should have helped but failed to meet him/her

needs. There was a lot of general-ization about society and

feelings of anger expressed at oppression and demands for

conformity.

Throughout Yelfow's journal ent.ríes, there was l_ittl_e

change in feelings, but a l-ot of opportunit.y for cathart.ic

expression and clarification of feelings. Confusion and

ambival-ence existed among the desire for guidance, on Lhe

one hand, and resistance to conformity and the need to

assert independence, on the other. There was optimism in the

feeling that help is available for those who want. it.

Copper

Copper started out \,/ith a convent.ional statement about

suicíde being the 'rmost selfish thing a person could do" and

t.he rrmost pathetic way of escaping a dif f icult. situat.ion".

This reveration came t.o him/her previously after a friend of

Copper's friends committed suicide. However, the sudden

death of someone he/she knew caused a greaL deal of

confusion. rrf realized that I had no clue at al_l_ as to how I

fel-t about suicide". There now hras realization that. there is

another side to the issue of why a person would decide to

end his life, noL just. anger about how t.he person coul_d do

that to the survivors. There was a shif t. f rom eg:ocentric
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thought. to empat.hic considerat.ion. Al-t.hough a l-ot of

Copper's entries are quite cl-inical- in nature, for example,

stat.ing that "learning about common suicidal signs was very

interesting" and rrf really wish that people could be able t.o

work through their problems, instead of giving üp", there

$/as increasing thoughtfulness, as suggested in the comment,

"suicide isn't always a selfish act. and there is a lot more

inside a suicidal- person than just being sad and giving up

on life". Copr¡er displayed compassion for the situat.ion

described by the guest speaker and the need to consider

differences. I'rL has to be looked at on an individual-

basis. " The experience of reading about. others in similar

situations gave Copper t.he opportunity to get as close to or

stay as far away from as he/she fel-t. comfortable with in

expressing emotions. "It was probably easier to learn fact.s

rather than get too close to our emoLions. 'l

Taupe

Taupe found suicide "disturbing" because "it should

never have Lo come down to the point where l-ife is so bad

that a person woul-d rat.her be dead". He/she felt that. "there
is a sol-ution for ewerything" and that the person "might
have made a mistake". Taupe was honest and revealing about.

his/her personal feelings. rrlt shows that you can never know

how ment.alIy stabl-e a person is. "

The Donahue episode gave an opportunit.y for reflection

on the sad situation of many t.eerj.s today rrwho live t.heir
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Iife in confusion of who they are, and who they wil-I end up

being" and the concl-usion that 'tit is Lhis state of

confusion that drives some teens to want to kil-l- themselves

as an escaperr . There was movement and growt.h f rom total-

denial- that problems càn be without solution to an

undersLanding of personal difficulties.

The poems had an emotional impact on Taupe, leading to

insightful understanding. Taupe bel-ieved that. I'the poem may

have been a cry for help" and that "if t.he boy had l-et his

mother see his second poem, she would have been able to help

him during his period of depressionrr. Taupe stated that

"outside qualities act often as a mask to internal

problems".

Taupe admitted a real fear of death because of the

fínality of suicide. fn spite of wanting to understand t.he

"mindseL of suicidal peopIe", Taupe remained an optimist.,

writing that "Lhere is always a new page to turn and a new

leaf to uncoverrr .

Turquoise

Turquoise began by emphatically stating he/she is

"totally against teenage suicide". Although he/she did not

know t.he person who died, he/she felt anger at what this

person had done to his family. Having recently gone through

a death in his/her o\^/n family, Turquoise empathized with t.he

victim's family, but realized his/her own experience was not

the same. There was condemnation of the victim for being
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"selfísh and irresponsible for running away from his

problems" and a complete l-ack of or even an attempt at

understanding

The guest. speaker put t.hings into more personal Lerms

and Turquoise found him/herself moved by him. He/she began

to understand that it is not easy to commit suicide and

acknowledged that rrwe can't comprehend what is going through

the person's mind" . The gríp of social conformity seemed t.o

loosen as Turquoise came t.o the real-izat.ion that suicide

"isn't that selfish because of al-l t.he personal trauma one

goes through". There was empathy for t.he suffering and an

attempt to understand another's perspective.

Turquoise's thinking on the subject became more confused and

diverse as he/she realized the complexit.ies of the issue.

This person remained strongly against suicide but fel_t it

shoul-d be discussed so "ki-ds t.hat are t.roubled can be

assured that there is help aroundr'.

On a more personal note, Turguoj-se stat.ed that "parents
usually don't pick up t.he sígnals that teens try to get

across wit.hout acLually saying what' s on their mind" -

Because adol-escents think they can read another person, s

mind, t.hey assume everyone el-se has t.he same capabilities.

Turquoíse viewed it. as a defect when he/she said that
rrparents should be more aware of their children,s problems

and try t.o help ouLtr, even when children give no cl_ues. This

atLitude is an exampl-e of adol-escent egocentrism.
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CHAPTER 9

Summary, Implicatíons and Conclusions

Summarv of the Bibliotherapeutic Experience

Three bodies of lit.erature r^rere drawn upon to provide

the conceptual foundation for this work: (a) bibliotherapy,
(b) adol-escent development, and (c) adolescent suicíde. A

fairly extensj-ve review of t.he l-iterature on bibliotherapy

r^ras undertaken, culminating in the highlighting of its use

and suitability for a normal- adolescent popuJ-ation within
the classroom context. There was an attempt. to understand

adol-escent suicide in the framework of adol-escent.

development by exploring the issues relating to the

vulnerability of normal adol-escent passage.

A qualitative case study was undertaken t.o examine

adolescents' perspective on suicide in a cl-ass of Grade 11

students through the vehicle of bibliotherapy. One of the

main purposes of bibliot.herapy is to stimul_ate discussion,

particularly with a population that is notoriously

uncommunicative with adults (Coleman & Ganong, 1990). One

book, several poems, two speakers and a video pertaining to
suicide were read/viewed and discussed.

During the course of the five weeks¿ many things
happened in the students' l-ives apart. from their experiences

in the classroom. This research was a case study rather than

a controll-ed experimental study. The study in no way cl_aims

any cause and effect nor suggests that the process of
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bibliotherapy did, however, serve Lo creaLe an aLmosphere

conducive to open discussion, personal discl-osure and

revel-ation by affording students t.he opportunity to explore

and legitimate their thoughts and feelings and obtain

feedback in the context of talking with their peers, under

t.he guidance of a sensitive adult

The teacher was actively involved in the student

dj-scussions by continually summarizing, interpreting,

expanding, enhancing, clarifying, stimulating, suggesting,

encouraging and empathizing t.o share in creating a

psychosocial context in which the students advanced beyond

their immediate ways of thinking.

The discussion provided opportuniti-es for peer to peer

interaction with one comment sparking another. St.udents were

able to discuss the topic of suicide in psychological

safety, allowing det.achment from the emoLional experience.

They maintained control- when t.hey felt uncomfortable by

shifting from personal to fictít.ious experiences.

"LiLeraLure, being at once phantasy and real-ity, permits t.he

reader an il-l-usion of standing apart and of being

involved. . -both spectator and participantrr (Shrodes, 1955,

p. 25).

Many t.hemes and patterns emerged as t.he students read,

discussed and wrot.e about t.he topic. Some of t.he students

remained conventional- and impersonal throughout, st.ating

opinions in general terms. Others were willing to share
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thoughts, feelings and personal- experiences in class and in

their journals. For some, the process was confusing and

disturbing. Others found it therapeutic.

Bibliotherapy stimulated discussion of a very

sensitive and important topic. Each student took a personal

journey in response t.o the stimuli and became involved in

the bibliotherapeutic process t.o varying degrees. Many

identified with the fictional characters and went through

cathartic experiences which led to insight and reflection.

The students had t.ime t.o process and evol-ve and learn about

their own feelings. They had an opport.unity to share their

thoughts and feelings and personal stories with t.heir peers

in a safe, non-threatening at.mosphere. By hearing from

others, they learned t.hat they were not alone or different

in the ways they think and feel. There was opportunit.y for

self-discovery, self-awareness and insight into the thoughts

and feeli-ngs of others. Perspectives broadened beyond their

own egocentric concerns to confront. in a more open and

accepting way t.he complexities of human behaviour and the

human condition. For some, there was a progression from

superficial, convent.ional- thinking to complex, empathic

understanding. The students learned that Lhings are not

always as t.hey seem/ nor are they completely black or white,

right or wrong. By real-izing that suicide can happen to

anyone, they came in touch with their own vulnerabil-it.y and

lost innocence which, allhough painful, is necessary for
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maturity.

Because many of the students in the school were

connected in one way or another to the young person who died

suddenly, a Crisis Response Team was sent in to meeL wit.h

the student body. For this purpose, the school was divided

into two groups; junior and senior high, each meeting j-n the

gym. It is notewort.hy t.hat the students from the

bibtiot.herapy group found fault with the Crisis Response

Team experience. They found it to be Loo impersonal and

lacking the intimacy of the cl-assroom. They were

uncomfortable asking questions and sharing feelings with a

large group of students, many, in their perception, who were

not directly invol-ved with t.he tragic event.. They wanted to

do their grieving as a g'roup, like a family. It. is important

to target, for special consideration, the group mosL

affected by a tragedy and t.o provide an appropriate intimate

setting.

Because suicide was a curricul-ar topic, st.udent.s had

instructional- time to process the death of the young person.

As they were healing and moving away from the event,

bibliotherapy allowed them psychological distance so that

when the topic became too painful, students were able to

gain perspective and put the event at arm's lengt.h by

discussj-ng the book in safety. This was a comfort. that. none

of the other classes had. The atmosphere that was created

\^ias one of j-nterdependence and sharing through a collect.ive
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identity. The students found the classroom experience

therapeutic. This is ín direct contrast. to t.heir feelings

about the Crisis Response Team experience whj-ch they found

t.o be too impersonal.

The use of bibtiotherapy provided for reduced feelings

of isolation and an increased sense of community. The

students acknowledged the value of friends and of sharing

t.houghts and feelings, both in hearing t.hose of others and

expressing their own. IL was a val-uabl-e l-esson to discover

the availability of a support system. Some felt t.hat.

learning about the problems and solutions of others helped

them deal with their own problems more effectively.

The peer group as a whol-e learned a l-ot about. suicide

and the complexity of the issue. They learned about the

common warning signs, which many felt to be too generic.

They were abl-e to take another's perspective. For example,

instead of feeling anger toward the victims for their

selfishness, they began to understand their pain and

suffering. Many progressed from condemning suicide as a

weak, cowardly acL to underst.anding the desperation and

agony t.hat. precipitates it. They began to empatlníze with the

wictim rather than thinking about the effect. on themselves.

In Esther and Mark, they saw the many faces of

depressíon and how t.he ill-ness can cause drastic changes in

personality and behaviour. They began to understand that

depression is a composite, not attributabl-e to one event or
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manifested in any one sympt.om. It made them more aware of

what signs to look for. Some began to see suicide in the

conLext of ment.al ill-ness rather than as a reaction to

adol-escent angst; which, accordÍng to Garland and Zigler

(L993) , is a preventively preferable way of viewing suicide.

From the heroine in the novel- and t.he poetry

selections, they real-ized the difficulty in knowing what. and

how other people are thinking and feeling and how easy it is

t.o hide one's own feel-ings. The message about the

availability of help and the importance of getting help was

reiterated by many student.s in t.heir journals and

discussions. They learned that loneliness, depression and

hopelessness are all factors in suicidal- behaviour. Although

they were aware of the warning signs, t.hey accepted the need

for professional- help , real-ízing that. t.hey were not. equipped

t.o handl-e interventions. rrTeenagers make very good

diagnosLicians, but they make terribl-e therapists" (Frymier,

as cited in Delisle, 1990, p. 220) . A more aware, j_nformed,

empathic support group of peers wíII be able to serve each

other better as they st.ruggle with the common problems of

adol-escence.

Impl-icat.ions For School Personnel-

As suggested in the literature review, the

imprementation of bibliot.herapy in the classroom enabled t.he

curricul-um to serve social-, emotional and developmental as

well as cognitive needs. In this study, st.udents h¡ere given
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an opportunity to address issues, hear feedback from peers,

val-idate feelings and verbalize concerns in a peer contexL

with t.he support of a sensitiwe teacher. In this wây, the

curricul-um had therapeutic as well- as academic value for the

students. Implicat.ions for the use of bibliotherapy in the

context of the normal- cl-assroom by school personnel are

encouraging.

Although some of the literature suggests that. any

classroom Leacher can implement a program of bibliotherapy,

a cautionary note shoul-d be sounded. Depending on the

experiential and comfort leve1 of the t,eacher, he/she may be

wise to seek out t.he support and colraboration of the schoor

psychologist, particularly when the t.opic to be explored is

of a sensitiwe nature as it was in t.his case. The school-

psychologist can provide guidance and information regarding

developmental level-s of the st.udents, suitability of topic
or material, skills in cl-arif ication and ref lect.ion and

suggest.ions for f ollow-up act.ivities. perhaps an inservice

coul-d be set up for a group of teachers who are int.erested

in learning more about the bibliotherapeut.ic process.

The teacher in this study was very sensitive, confid.ent

and aware of her students, developmental and social-

emotional needs. she had intimate knowled.ge of her students,

who belonged to a homogeneous group,. two advantages not

often seen in large public school_s. She was skitled in
active list.ening, cl-arification of content, and reflection
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of feel-irg; skills which are considered to be idear- in the

facilit.ation of discussions of stories (Borders & paisley,

L992). She showed flexibil-ity by choosing a variety of

appropriate techniques such as a novel_, poetry, video,

speakers, journal writing and class discussions. since every

student does not relaLe in the same wây, it is important. to
provide variety for each student to find a vehicl-e for
growth. rn this wây, different. students can connect with
different media forms to achieve incl_usivity.

The negative at.títude toward the crisis Response Team

not only implies the importance of targeting, for special
consideration, the group most affect.ed by the event, but

also suggests the possible worthwhil_e inclusion of a

bibliotherapy program in the event of a crisis. The J_ongterm

support and opport.unity for discussion in psychological

safety are invaluable for helping adorescents verbal-j-ze

their concerns and deal_ with issues.

Conclusions

rn order to guide adol-escents more effectiveJ-y, it is
important. to discover their concerns and bet.t.er und.erstand

their needs f rom their own perspect. j-ve. This was addressed

through the vehicl-e of bibliotherapy in a naturalist.ic case

study undertaken in an ecological crassroom setting.
what then as educators and parents can we learn from

these particular adol-escents t.hat perhaps may be general_ized

to ot.her adol-escents in simil-ar círcumst.ances? Adol_escents
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need to know that they are not alone in what and how they

think and feel. Some comfort was derj-ved by learning that

their peer group shared the same feelings, t.houghts and

concerns. There must be emphasis on the importance of

communication and expression of feelings, flo matter how

difficult the task. AdolescenLs need the ability,

encouragement and opport.unity for self-expression and

sharing of ideas with others. They must be made to realize

that. they cannot assume t.hey know what others are thinking

nor that ot.hers know what they are thinking and feeling,

unless they share that information. Adol_escents are

searching for some reassurances regarding an optimistic

outl-ook on l-ife with wide choices and options. There is an

unwillingness and resentment towards being expect.ed to

accept a narrow path which has been chosen for them. They

should be given a chance to dream their own d.reams and make

mistakes that are not irreversibl_e, in other word.s, what

Erickson (as cited in Hergenhahn, 1990) referred to as a

psychological moratorium. This period of deveropment shoul-d

be a time of searching for an identity but not of having

one. Adol-escents need room to explore and discover their own

potential- without. feering excessive pressure t.o conform and.

meet expectations imposed by others. There shoul-d be an

effort to impart. to adol-escents lots of examples, guidance,

information and support in order to help them to feel

competent in problem-solving and to build self-esteem and
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competent in problem-sol-ving and to build sel-f-esteem and

generate coping strategies; not necessarily answers but an

understanding and sharing of the questions.

Delisle (1990) stated that suicide prevention does not

begin and end with tal-k of death but instead must focus on

self-growth and actualization and improved strategies to

cope with stress, Ioss, rejection and isol-ation (Smith,

1 991 ) . "In the depths of winter f finally l-earned that

within me lay an invincible summer" (4. Camusr âs cit.ed in
DeIisIe I lgg}t p. 221). What better way to meet the needs of

adolescents than by giving them that ability and desire to
find t.hat "invinci-ble summer".
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CHAPTER 1 O

Personal- Refl-ections

When the caterpillar commanded Al-ice to tell her story

in the book, Al-ice in Wonderland, she asked him for
instructions on what to do. He told her to begin at the

beginning and keep going until she came t.o the end and then

stop. In an effort to recapture my journey, I shall attempt

to fol-l-ow the caterpill-ar's advice.

It was over two years ago that the idea of

bibliotherapy first came to my att.ention through discussions

with my adviser, Dr. Riva Bartell. She was most enthusiastic
about the topic because of its potential for wide

application wit.hin the regular cl-assroom setting; an added

bonus to the normal curriculum, which could be used to

develop and meet the needs of the social_ and emotional-

growth and learning of the student.s. By expanding the

curricul-um beyond its literary val-ue, students woul-d receive

a psychological boost, much l-ike adding an egg to a mil-k

shake to increase its nutritional val-ue. Hence psychology,

with bibl-iotherapy as the interface, would be integrated

into the structure and aims of the school_, not ext.ernal_ to
it.

fhis idea appeaÌed to me initially because of my

background as a school- librarian, having some comfort and

familiarity wiLh books and students together. I began

mentioning the word "bibliotherapy" to friends and famiJ_y
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members r^rho, alt.hough unfamil-iar with the Lerm/ vrere

unanimously familiar wit.h the process in one form or another

and, almost without except.ion, coul-d rel-ate a personal-

anecdote about, the experiential- impact of books on each and

every one of them. With this kind of academic and

"grassroots" encouragement, I decided to forge ahead and

began to do some research on the subject.

My first task was to do some reading in order to gain a

theoret.ical understanding of the topic. The majority of

articles gave bibliotherapy a psychoanalytic/psychodynamic

foundation through which Lhe process of identification,
catharsis, and insight occurred. This woul-d be fine in the

hands of trained psychoJ-ogists, bibliotherapist.s, and

psychiatrists, but coul-d become too intense for regular

classroom teachers, Iibrarians, or guidance counsel-ors.

Besidesr vr€ r^rere not. targeting a maladjusted, emotionally

i1l, clinical- population, but rather reqular students

experiencing normative adjustment and developmental

difficulties. In order to try and reframe bibliot.herapy, I
wrote a paper placing it in the context of Al_bert Bandurars

social- learning theory. I gained understanding not only of
bibl-iotherapy but. al-so of hbw to make the bibl-iotherapeutic
process more meaningful and effective from a cognitive
perspective.

As the year progressed, so did my guest to l_earn more

about bibliotherapy. since r had already decided, somehohr or
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myother, to incorporate this topic into my master/s thesis,

next step was to do a thorough, general review of the

literature, hoping in the process to try and come up with a

specific topic- The l-íterature revealed that there was a

need for more empj-ricalIy-based studies on bibl-iotherapy

because, although it was widely used and enthusiastically
embraced, stil-l- littl-e was known about why or how or even if
it worked. Howeverr fry course work had been in qualÍtative

rather than quantitative research design so a statistical
format was not for me. Besides, the nature of bibliotherapy

seemed to preclude its suitability for quantitative study.

Several- ideas r^rere di-scussed with or. Bartell who

encouraged me to keep working on the topic. She very much

wanted me to have a hands-on rather than a theoretical
approach to the subject. She caut.ioned me to find something

with which I would become passíonateJ-y involved since so

much time woul-d be spent at it. She even suggested I take rny

ideas and go for a long walk along the river to try and gain

some understanding. Summer turned to fal-l and the

reconvening of classes, but I had only a nagging feeling of
pressure and stil-l- no topic. Because of the strict ethical_

policies of the school divísions, one of the problems with

any type of qualitative or ethnographic study is gaining

access t.o the students in their natural habitat. More

discussions ensued until one day it suddenly came to me that
a friend of mine was teaching an optional English course to
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Grade 11 students that employed fiterature for the purpose

of discussing issues and themes in the arts. I hras famÍl-iar

with the course because I had helped her select appropriate

material when she was developing t.he initial curriculum.

One telephone cal-l to her revealed that she was still_
teaching the course. One of the units r^/as to be on teenage

suicide. Students woul-d be using Sylvia Pl-ath,s The Bel-l- Jar

as the stimulus for discussion as well as some thematic

poetry. She explained that she had chosen that partícuJ-ar

novel- because it examines depression and attempted suicide

but. it ends on a hiqh note with the recovery of the heroine.

She was also contemplating exami-ning the "right to die"
issue as a corollary to the topic.

Here was a normal adolescenL population about to deal

with a uniquely adolescent issue in their own uniquely

adol-escent way. I would put t.he issue in the framework of
normal adolescent development. The duration of the unit was

to be about five or sj-x weeks depending on the interest of
the class. Part of the course assignments would be the

keeping of logs or journals throughout the course of the

unit. The teacher would have no objection to my having

photocopies of this material. since r wanted to ensure the

anonymity of the students, wê agreed that al-l- writings woul-d

be turned in under code names of their choice. As far as the

teacher was concerned, r hras wel-come as an observer in her

class, but I needed permission from the principal. He was
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most cooperative and support.ive when I tol-d him what I
wanted to do. I was indeed fortunate that I had a good

reputati-on at the school, so I was Ínvited in without

hesitation. Both teacher and principal- knew I could be

trusted not to do anything guestionabl-e or harmful to the

students or the school- -

I notif ied my advisor of t.he good news. She was most

encouraging and gave me credit for having done a great deal_

of preparation on bibliotherapy. It was hardly a new topic
for me. I had also prepared a colloguium on case study

research which this field work would turn ouL to be, so I
had an understanding of the research design r was going to
impÌement. My advisor guided me through the proper

procedures for application for approval to the Faculty of
Education Research and Ethics Committee

We agreed t.hat any and all of my requests would go

through the cl-assroom teacher. rt was decided that r wourd

introduce myself and t.ell- the students what I was doing in
their c1ass. I was famil-iar with all the students from

having worked at the schoo.l- and al_so because they were my

teenager/s former classmates. r felt this was in my favour;

I would not be a stranger in their midst. f deveJ-oped a

suicide opinion Questionnaire based on the one in the book,

suicide Prevention in schoors. Their t.eacher agreed to give

it to them after they wrote an initial- journal entry right
at the beginning of the class. It was to be given to them
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again at the end of the unit to see what, if âriy, changes

occurred. I al-so read The Bell Jar, which I had never read

before and had always wanted to do.

Vühen I entered the classroom, I was met wit.h a certain

amount of friendly curiosity. The students quickly took

their seats, moving the desks into a cosy rrurI shape. The

teacher introduced me. I spoke to the class, telling them

that I was taking courses at the university and that part of
my course work was to learn how adol-escents think and feel
about, the topic of suicide. I tol-d t.hem that I was

interested in hearing their point of view in their own

voices because most information is written by expert,s. I
explained that my note-taking was to help me organize my

writing. I assured t.hem I was not interested in t.heir
journals in a personal sense, but to see development over

time regarding general themes and patterns. To ensure

anonymity, I asked them to choose a code name or number

under which they woufd consistently hand in their material.
After my lit,tl-e speech, their teacher asked them to

take a few minutes as they were about t.o begin the unit on

suicide and jot down their thoughts and feelings on the

subject. She cautioned them against being unauthentic

because I was observing, "Just be yourselvesrr. The girls
seemed to need to discuss their task among themselves,

whereas the boys, who sat interspersed among the group, set

to work writing.
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After they finished writing their entry (#l ¡ , they hrere

asked to select a code name. "what's in a name?" asked

Juliet CapuÌet. ApparentJ-y guite a Ìot, because even this
seemingry simple request caused díscussion among many of the

girls and a few had real- difficulty comíng up with a nom de

plume. The teacher passed around a sheet of paper on which

they each wrote their real and chosen code name. sÍnce she

would be reading and grading all assignments, she needed a

record of who was who. r was not particurarly preased about

the fact that. she graded their journal entries in case it
stifled some of their spontaneity, but since I was a non-

participant observer, there was little r coul-d say and less
f coul-d do.

fn spite of my familiarity with the students, to my

surprise, some sel-f-consciousness became evident. one girl
hras ü/orried because she had not,hing to say in her first
entry; one boy was concerned that I would recognize his
handwriting which is very distinguishabr-e; one girl wanted

to know if she could correct her entry after she got it
back. In each case, their teacher calmIy and quieL1y

addressed and allayed their concerns.

Next the suicide opinion euestionnaire was distributed.
Their teacher assured them not to feel they had to create an

opinion when none existed - that "undecj_ded" hras a perfectly
acceptable choice. some students were unsure of the meaning

of a coupre of the questions which r wour-d change if r were
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using the quest.ionnaire again.

f found myself becomíng really invol_ved and interested
in the discussj-ons so that I juggled my own schedute to be

abl-e to attend all- the classes. I changed my l_ocation in
each cl-ass so I coul-d see al-l- the studenLs at one time or

another. They sometimes greeted me when t.hey walked into the

room but soon forgot r was there. There was a lot of peer to
peer interaction with one comment sparking another. Most

members appeared to feel- val-idated enough to express

themsel-ves without inhibition. students were not short on

opinions -- a pretty vocal bunch. Their teacher interpreted
and summarj-zed as t.hey went along. After cl_ass, she and I
would sometimes touch base. we were both keenly ah¡are that
the students were thinking about two young peopJ-e, that they

either had known or knew someone that had known, who had

recently committed suicide.

About two weeks into the unit, tragedy struck in the

form of the suspected suicide of an order sibJ-ing of one of
the cl-ass members. This was a young person whom r knew and

whose family r knew. r coul-d not bel-ieve this had happened.

Cl-ass convened the day after. I had mixed emot.ions

coming to the class. rn a way, r fel-t. l-ike an out.sider, a

voyeur witnessing what I had no right to see and hear.

Theirs \^/as a cohesive group, bound together by their
commonality of experience. r had no rol_e to p1ay. The

atmosphere was heavy with sadness. yet when they tal_ked of
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not going on with the unit, I fel-t guilty because I
selfishly wanted the unit to continue, to not have to start
all over again findíng a topic and subjects. I marvel-l-ed at

the fine job their t.eacher did t,rying to sort out their
feelings of whether to go on or not. I tried to convince

myself of how important any preventive work on this subject

could be.

Three days later¡ \¡üe hrere back in cl-ass. There were

smiles on some of the faces -- resil-ient children, I thought

to myself. The atmosphere was lighter. My self-consciousness

disappeared. The students spent a few minutes discussing the

tragedy and then went on with the novel. I had the feeling
that. they needed some structure and some dist.ance t.o feel_

safe. Bibl-iotherapy gave them the perfect opportunity Lo

discuss at arm's length without, being dangerously involved.

After they experienced the Crisis Response Team, t.hey

again talked on a personal l-evel. I r^¡as impressed by the

candidness and honesty of the group about the Leam and the

need for evaluation of programs we impose on bereaved

students j-n our effort to "do something" constructíve.

After five weeks the unit was brought. to cl-osure.

Their class teacher gave them the same Suicide Opinion

Questionnaire they had compl-eted at the very begi-nning of
the unit and told them not to try to remember their answers.

She also gave them a list of guestions to address in their
final- 1og entry. I was given the chance to thank them for
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alJ-owing me to observe in their cl-ass. I again assured them

of anonymity, asked for questions or concerns (there were

none), and promised to show them the finÍshed product.

I was indeed fortunate t.o be giiven a rare opportunity

t.o glimpse an intimate portrait of 16 adol-escents within a

nat.ural context. The students were willing to share their

thoughts, feelings and concerns about a sensitive issue in

an open and candid manner. And they were glad for the

opportunity to talk and explore issues. There was honesty

when they confessed that adolescents, in general, have

problems which sometimes seem beyond t,heir scope of problem-

solving capabilÍties. They saw the importance of sharing and

seeking help, rather than trying to sol-ve things alone. They

criticized socieLy for sgueezing the creative juices out of

them by demanding conformity. There was displ-easure at

feeling pressure to excel- not for themsel-ves but for others.

A lot of discussion ensued about the difficulties in living
up to expectations imposed by others. They showed feelings

of fragility and insecurity as they tried to make sense of a

future that many feel- lacks much promise of opportunities.

This makes their search for identity all- the more difficult
when they think their options are so limited. They realized

how difficul-t it is to know what other people are thinking

and feeling. But there is a yearning to be understood. In

general-, they came to show concern for human suf f erì-ng and a

desire to help their fell-ow person.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Poetrv Selections
ABOUT SCHOOL

He aìways
He aìways wanted to expìain things, but no one cared.
So he drew.

Sometimes he wouìd just draw and it wasn,t anything.
He wanted to carve it in stone or b/rite it in the sky.
He would ìie out on the grass and look up in the sky and it would

be only the sky and things inside him that needed saying.

And it was after that that he drew the picture.
It was a beautiful picture. He kept it under his piììow and wouldlet no one see it.
And he would ìook at it every night and think about it.
And when it was dark and his eyes were closed he could see it stiìì.
And it was alì of him and he ìoved it.
l.lhen he started schooì he brought it with him.
Not to show anyone, but just to have with him ljke a friend.

It was funny about schooì.
He sat in a sq¡are brown room like alì the other rooms,
And it was tìght and cìose, and stiff.
He hated to hold the penciì and chalk, with his arm stiff and

his feet fìat on the fìoor, stiff, with the teacher watching
and watching.

The teacher came and spoke to him.
She toìd him to wear a tie ìike all the other boys.
He said he didn't ìike them and she said it didn't matter.
After that he drew. And he drew alì yeìlow and it was Ure way

he fel t about nnrning. And it was beautiful .

The teacher came and smi'led at him."!lhat's this?" she said.
"l,lhy don't you draw somethlng ì ike Ken's dravr.ing?.

I sn' t i t beautì ful ?"

After that his mother bought him a tie and he aìways drew
airp'lanes and rocket-ships ìike everyone else.

And he threw the ¡ld picture away.
And when he ìay all aìone ìooking at the sky, it was big and blue,

and all of everything, but he wasn't anymore.

He was square and brown inside and his hands were stiff.
And he was like everyone else. All the things inside him that

needed saying didn't need it anymre.

It had stopped pushing. It was crushed.
sriff.
L i ke everyth i ng eì se.
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RTCHÀND coRll

Oheneuer Richarù Cury uent ôuun bcun,
oe peopte rn the pauemen! lsnheù aú tri,rn;lle uas a gentlenan from sule bq crtrun,
Clean-fauoreù, anù irnperiallg slim-

Ànù he. oas aluags quieLlg arrageù,
Ànò he uas aluags human ohen he balheù;

BUL sbill he ftubtereñ pulses uhen he saíô,
"Gscò mnrning," anù he glibtereö uhen he ualheù.

Anô he uas rich-- UÊS, richer than a hing--
Anù aùmirablg schosleù in euerg graÊe:

ln fine, ue thrught that he uas euerUthing
úo mahe us uish bhab ue oere in his pla-e-

5o oT ue uorkeù, anò r¡aibeù fsr Lhe ligh!,
Anò penL pithrub the mea!, anù curseö the breaù;

Ànù Richarò Cury, rne calm sunrner night,
I0en! hsme anù puL a huttet through hii heaù-

Eùuin Arlingtrm Robinssn
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TO SANTA CLAUS AND LITTLE SISTERS

Once. .. he wrote a poem and cal led it ,,CHOPS',

Eecause that was the name of his dog and that's what it was
al I about

4n9.t!" teacher gave him ôrì'¡rr and a gold star
And his mother hung it on the kitchen ãoor and read it to al]

hi s aunts

Once he wrote another poem and he called it,'QUESTION MARKED
INNOCENCE"

Because that was the name of his grief and that's what it was
al I about

4n4 !t-,. professor gave him an "A" and a strange and steady look
And his mother never hung it on the kitchen ¿õor uãcause Ée neverlet her see it.
0nce at 3 4.M... he tried another poem...and he called itabsolutely nothing
Because that's what it was a]l about
4n4 lr" gave himself an "A,,and a s'lash on each damp wrist
And hung it on the bathroom door because he cou]dnit reach

the kitchen.

(written by a fifteen year oìd boy, two
years before he conmitted suiciclè)
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'[, atn ¿i2ve¡ and exact. I hnv¿ no p\econcepti_ona.
U_h.afeven I ¿ee I ¿untJow- ¡nn;ãf;;"i;tu¿t a¿ .i,t /i, unni_5tet b¡ 

-i;;;;t¿uz¿t 
".T.an not cntel, onlq tntítful_: -'- *

r.ne e.!e o6 a US:lz god, (åun_eotnened..
!o.at, o( .th¿ Line r ^Ldirt;-;"-îi:;";ppoaiÅz unrt.rt i-t pinrz, wi-th. apeeh,.e.s.- 1-h^;;i:;oauã-ot-;Ã-io zonsI tlvnlz i,t ,iÁ c *'1r. o 6 mq hãrrr:.-.' ã"¿ ,: [fiebena -FaeeÁ and ¿arthnet¿ óeryste uÁ ove and. oven.
Now I oat a La.hz. A w9tmn bend.t ovett me,
Jy"\"g .ntg nzae,aet 5o,t wrra.t-inL-iàozr.q i".then ót7e tu¡tu to thoÁe UrJ,Á,- in.-land&e,5 on- Í,he noon.| ¿ee h.e-,2 bacr¿. 

""9 yizlli-ä îài:it"ttu.She ¡etnnd¿ me-'w.iÅ.h teÀnÁ and. aå ãã¿so¿¿on o( ,n-a-nd,s.I an inpu-tanf to hett. sl ¿ eoià-âia si*.Eaeh monruirra i.t i_t nu, ùi¿ ifìî,ãiuce,¿ thø d,oatzne-¿¿ -rn ne ¿tte ttÁ¿ an,*,iã or'-i;,^l;¿i'ona ist. me an o'd. womanR.í,oet ¿sun"Ed hen dag a[{e ¿ùqi-üir"' a tennihLe (.<ah.

MIRROR

23 )etobut t96t
SqÍ-vio- pf.afL
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Enter Hamlet:

HAMLET: To be,. or not to be, that is the questìon;
Whether 'tis nobler in the mínd to sufier ----
The. sl ings and arrows of outrageous fortune.0r to take arms against a sea o1 t.orùiö;'-'
And by opposing, end them. To di.; -iõ'lt-å.p,

Ig ry"",.and. by a sleep to say we end
r ne neart-ache and the thousand naturaì shocksThat flesh is heir to; ,tis a consurnmation
Devoutly to be wished¡d. Io die,-i;;i¿;p;
Tc sìeep; perchance-to dream. avi thereiltfre ruu;For in that sleep of death what-á".àrriJy -åo'*",
When we have shuffled off this mortài-cöii,--""
Ill:l give us pause; there,s the respectthat makes calamity of so long ìife:
For who would bear the whips ãnd scorns of time,The oppressor's wrong,-the proud-man,i-cõntùmeìy,
The panss of desp i r_ 19 I ove ,' rhe I ä*ì ,-¿ãíävl"'-The insolence of-office, añd the spurnsThat patient merit of tñe unworthy'iu[ãr,
tlhen he himself m.ight his quÍetus make
lili th a bare bodkin? who wout ¿ iãräãl i bear,To grunt and sweat under a weary I iie,But that the dread of something-after death,
The undiscover,d country from úhose ¡oùrñ- '
No traveller returns, puzzìes thÀ-wiii;
And makes us rather bear those ills we'have
Than fìy to others that we know not of?
Thus conscience does make .owu"d, of ui ali,
And thus the native hue of resolutionIs sicklied o'er with the paìe cast of thought,
fl1!. en!çrprises of great pìtcf, and rnoment -ttrtn thìs regard their currents turn awry

And lose the name of action.
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Appendix B: Facts and Fallacies About. Suicide

FACTS AND FALLACIIS ABOUT SUIC

Answer questions TRUE or FALSE :

l. Suicide is the leading cause of teenage deaths.

5.

6_

8.

9.

11.

t2.

13.

I4.

t0.

2. Successfuì suicide is most prevaìent among adolescents'

3. llhen your friends openly talk about suicide, they don't
reaì ly mean it.

4. It you talk to peopìe about suicide that mìght put the idea
in their head.

7-

S.,icide is usual ly done without warning.

If a friend who was threatening suicide suddenly appears
happy again, you don't need to worry anymore.

0nly certain "types" of people conmit suicide.

People who corrnit suicide are crazy.

Alcohol/drug abuse and suicide have nothing to do with
each other.

A tendancy to complete suicide is like a disease. It can
be passed down from your parents.

Oepresssion has nothing to do with suicìde.

Deople who attempt suicide want do die.

If your friends make you promise not to teìì anyone about
their suicidaì thoughts, you should keep that promìse.

Suicide rates are highest during gloomy weather.

-Ir
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Appendix C: Suicide: Common Warnj.nq Siqns

SUICTDE: CoMMON WÀRNTNG SIGNS

Archough individuar mocives for suicide vary, chere are some
common warning signs. These signs may indicace chac someone is ac
risk or is having personal, family or school problems.

suicides seldom occur wichouc warning. rÉ you are aware oÊ
common signs and oÉ changes in behaviour, you.can recognize and
beccer herp a person in crisis. These signs represenc behaviours
which can serve as a "red frag" co you, your parencs. or friends.

3.
4.
5.
5.

The warning signs are
behavioral in naE,ure:

usually physical, emocional and

PEYSTCÀL STGNS:
1. Neglecc of personal appearance.
2. Sudden changes in manner of dress, especially wtren che new

sEyle is complerely ouc of characc.er.
3. Chronic or unerplained illnesses, aches, and pains.
4. Sudden weighc gain/Ioss.
5. Sudden change in appecice.

EMOTIONÀL SIGNS:
1. Sense of hopelessness, helplessness, or fucilicy.
2. Inabilicy co enjoy or appreciaee friendships.

Wide mood changes and sudden outburscs.
Anxiousness, excreme Eension, or agiEaEion.
Lechargy or ciredness.
Changes in personalicy: from ouEgoing Eo wichdrar+n, from
police Eo rude, from complianc Eo rebel-Iious, from weII-
be haved co " acc ing ouc 't .

Loss of che abilicy to concenLrate; daydreaming.
Depression, sad¡ess
Loss of racional choughc.

. Feelings of guilc or f ail-ure.

. SeIf -desErucEive thoughcs.

. Exaggeraced fears of cancer, ÀIDS, or physical impairment.

. Feelings of worchlessnese or of being a burden.

. Loss of enjoymenc from activicies formerly enjoyed.

BE}TÀVIOR.AI, SIGNS:
I . Decreased school acciviE,y,' isolaE.ion. Sudden drop in

achievemenE. and inceresE. in school subjecCs.
2. Loss of inceresE, in hobbies, sporcs, work, efc.
3. Unexplained use of alcohol or other drugs.
4. Increased use of alcohoL or other drugs.
5. wichdraeral from family and former friends, sometimes acc,

a manner which forces ochers away.
. Changes in eacing and/or sleeping habics
. Changes in friendshiP.

Running away from home; 'skipping school".
ÀccidenC, proneness and increase in risk-Caking behaviour such
as careless driving, bike accidencs, dangerous use of firearms
(Russian Roulecce) .

't.
8.
9.
IO
II
L2
l3
l4

rng rn

6
'Ì
I
9
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Page - 2

BEIIAVTOR.ÈI, STGNS (COIIIINIIED) :
l-0. Sexual promiscuiE,y.
11. Giving away prized possessions (record coll-ecE.ion,

speed, et.c. )
L2 - Sudden changes in
l-3. PreoccupaEion wich

suicide.
14. Making a wiII;- deat,h.

writ,ing poetry or st,ories about suicide or

st,ereo, Een

personality.
thought,s of deaEh; E,alking about. deat.h and

15. QuieEly puEEing affairs in order; "Eaking care of business',or giving away personal properEy.
16. ThreaE,ening suicide.
17. Hoarding of pills, hiding weapons, describing methods for

commicting suicide.
18 . Previous suicide attempt.s.

While a1I Ehe cues described may be indicat.ions t.hat, a personis experiencing probrems, the behaviorar cues 14-18 are espeèialrysignificant, in t,hat. E,hese signs indicaEe t,hat, a decision tð commiLsuicide may have been made. The fact that'a person has made aprevious aEEemp! is parcicurarly important, sincè such persons areaE a much higher risk of future at.t,empt,s Ehan the generalpopuration. rn any of Ehe cues, however, Ctre tey word. is ãbrupc,
unpranned CHANGE. As a t.eacher or parent, of a person aE. risk,-it,is import,anE to be aware of changes in t.hãE person's usualphysical , emoEional or behavioral naE,ure.

rn addit ion Eo t.he warning signs, anot.her import,antconsideration is the sudden or dramaE,iq rifcing of deprèssion.
some researchers believe that this sudden "happiness" is a result,of the change from ambivalence abouL suicidã to a decision Eofollow through wit.h suicide.

The signs given above may somet,imes seem to be opposites (eg.
withdrawal vs. acting out,). This serves t,o indicaEe ttrãt aiffereñt
people do tend_!,9_phow depression in differenE, ways. rt may arso
somet,imes be difficurE t.o disuinguish s)¡mpt,oms br suicide from
behaviours rerat,ed to ot.her adorescent developmenEaÌ issues.
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Appendix D: Siqns of Depression Taken From Novel

J)rt,r^ -/ ^û/*r"-.",-,*\ÍJz-73,4: Þ
J"¿r¿-rr? : *,L2-c.ut- J."^î ¿,./þt *
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Appendix E: Suj-cide Opinion Ouest.ionnaire

SUICTDE OPTN]ON OUESTIONNAIRE

*A U D

1. Suicide is a lead.ing cause of
death among young people in Canada. 3 4 B

2. A person whose friend or family member
has commítted suicide is at greater risk. 3 3 9

3. I feel sorry for peopl-e who commit suicide . 6 5 4

4. Most people who attempt suicide
don't really want t.o die. 3 5 7

5. Al-most everyone has at one tj-me
or another thought about suicide. 13 1 1

6. Suicide happens without warning. 0 3 L2

7 - In general, suicide is an evil- act. 3 5 7

B. A person who tries to commit
suicide is not responsible for
those actions. 0 4 11

9. The probability of committing
suicide is greater for ol-der than
younger people. 0 4 11

10. IL's unusual- for someone who is
thinking about suicide to be
dissuaded by a "friend1y eart'. 2 7 6

11. The most. frequent message in
suicide notes is one of l-onel-iness. L2 3 0

12. Once a person is suicidal-, he/she
is suicidal- forever. 0 3 L2

13. A suicide attempt is essentially
a "cry for help". 6 5 4

L4. Suicide is normal behaviour. O 4 11

15. Improvement following a suicide
crisis indicates that t.he risk
is over. 0 1 1-4

* A = Agree U : Undecided D : Disagree
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'(AUD
16 . Suicidal- people are mentally il-I. 2 5 B

17. Suicide victims usually come
from broken homes. 0 3 12

1 8. Most people who attempt suicide
fail- in their attempt.s. 5 6 4

19. Individuals who are depressed are
more likely to attempt suicide. 1 0 4 1

20. People who threaten to commit
suicide rarely do so. 2 1 0 3

21. People with incurable diseases
should be al-Iowed to commit
suicide in a dignified manner. B 6 1

22. If someone wants to commit
suicide, it is their busi-ness
and we have no right to interfere. 1 3 11

23. Once a person survives a suicide
attempt , lne/ she won't likely try
again 0 2 13

24. People who bungle suicide attempts
realIy did not intend to die. 2 7 6

25. People do not have t.he right to
take their own lives. 3 6 6

26. There is a certain "Lype" of
person who commits suicide. 1 2 12

27. Suicide is inherited and runs in
thefamily. 0 2 13

28 - Suicide attempts are typically
preceded by feelings that life
is no longier wort.h living 13 3 0

29. PeopJ-e shoul-d be prevent.ed from
committing suicide because most
are not acting rationalJ-y at the time . 7 7 1

30. People with good coping skil-Is do
not usually attempt suicide. 3 6 6

* A = Agree U = Undecided D = Disagree
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(second time) suICrpE oPINroN OUESTTONNAIRE

*A U D

1. Suicide Ís a leading cause of
death among young people in Canada. 12 0 3

2. A person whose friend or family member
has committed suicide is at greater risk. 5 3 7

3. I feel sorry for peopl-e who commit suicide. B 5 2

4. Most people who attempt suicide
don't really want to die . 4 7 4

5. A1most everyone has at one time
or another thought about. suicide. 1 5 0 0

6. Suicide happens without warning. 1 3 11

7. fn general, suicide is an evil act. 2 4 9

B. A person who tries to commiL
suicide is not responsible for
t.hose actions . 2 10 3

9. The probability of committing
suicide ís greater for ol-der than
youngerpeople. 0 2 13

10. It's unusual for someone who is
thinking about suicide to be
dissuaded by a "friendly ear". 3 8 4

11. The most frequent message in
suicide notes is one of l-oneliness. 15 0 0

12. Once a person is suicidal-, he/she
is suicidal- forever. 0 2 13

1 3. A suicide attempt is essentially
a "cry for heIp". 9 3 3

14. Suicide Ís normal- behaviour. 0 3 12

i 5. Improvement following a suicide
crisÍs indicates that t.he risk
is over. 0 0 -1 

5

* A = Agree U = Undecided D = Disagree
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XA U D

16. Suicidat people are mentally i11. 4 4 7

17. Suicide víctims usually come
from broken homes. 1 2 12

1 B. Most people who attenpt suicide
fail in their attempts. 4 7 4

19. Individual-s who are depressed are
more likety to attempt suicide. 14 1 0

20. People who threaten to commit
suicide rarely do so. 1 6 B

21. People with incurable diseases
shoul-d be allowed to commit
suicide in a dignified manner. 10 5 0

22. If someone wants to commit
suicide, iL is thelr business
and we have no right t.o int.erfere. 0 3 12

23. Once a person survives a suicide
attempt, he/she won't like1y try
again. 0 0 15

24. People who bungle suicide attempt.s
really did not intend to die. 1 I 6

25. People do not have the right to
take their own l-ives. 0 7 8

26. There is a certain "type" of
person who commits suicide 0 1 1 4

21. Suicide is inherited and runs in
the family. 1 5 9

28. Suicide attempts are typically
preceded by feeJ-ings that life
is no longer worth living. 14 0 1

29. People should be prevented from
committing suicide because most
are not acting rationalJ-y at, the time . 12 2 1

30. People with good coping skills do
not usually attempt suicide. 1 2 12

* A = Agree U = Undecided D = Disagree
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Appendix G: Letter Req'uestino Parental Permission

Dear Parent,

As part of t.he Issues in the Arts course, Mrs. xxxxx's

grade eleven class will- be studying the topic of suicide

through discussion of the book, The Bel-l Jar, by Sy1via

Pl-ath. This unit will last. approximately five weeks. During

that time, Mrs. Suzanne Golden, will be a guest in the

classroom. Mrs. Golden, a former Librarian at XXXXX

Collegiate, is preparing to become a school psychologist and

is now in the final_ year of her masters studies at the

University of Manitoba. She is keenly interested in

listening to the student.s as they explore the sensitive

topic of suicide through reading and discussing the assigned

book. By listening to their expressed opinions, ideas,

thoughts and feelings, Mrs. Golden hopes to gain a deeper

understanding of what is a perplexing and agonizing concern

to teenagers, their parents and teachers, and the community.

As part of the academic requirements of this unit, the

students wiII be given several writing assignments which

they will- be asked t.o submit voluntarily to Mrs. XXXXX under

a code name of their own choice, to all-ow for freer

expression of self . The purpose of the code name is t.o all-ow

the researcher to connect consist.ently with the writ.ings,

over time, of the same student, without the student's in any

way becoming identified to the researcher. Only the teacher

wil-l- have access to the code names of the students for her
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instructional_ purposes to protect the identity of the

students at all times. Mrs. Golden would like your

permission to use this cl-ass work (anonymous materials),

col-l-ectively, in an analysis of the themes and patterns

which emerge as the students express their thoughts and

feelings about the topic. Thís permission may be withdrawn

at any time without penalty. She hopes this analysis might

lead to increased understanding of adol-escents' perspectives

on suicide, development of more effective ways of reaching

out to adol-escents in crisis, and improvement of teenagers'

coping and problem-sol-ving strategies.

We woul-d like to emphasize again that, in the analysis

of class workr ûo names will be connected with any of the

material-s, nor wil-l- any individual- student be identified or

singled out by the researcher.

We are asking for your support in bringing this

import.ant effort to fruition. Resul-ts of the study wil-l- be

made avail-able in the school for your perusal. If you have

questions or concerns, please cal-l- Mr. XXXX at YYY-YYYY or

Mrs. Go1den at YYY-YYYY.

Please sign this 1etter to indicate your support and

return it no later than

Yours Sincerely,

to the school- of f ice.

XXX XXXX, Principal Suzanne Gol-den
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Name of Student

I agree t.hat. anon)rmous materials produced in Mrs.

XXXXX's Issues in the Arts class be used in an agigregate

analysis by Mrs. suzanne Golden for her project. on

adolescents' perspectives on suicide. I understand that I

may withdraw my permission wit.hout penalty if I change my

mind-

Parenl's Signature
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DeaT MTS. XXXXXXXX:

Further Lo our conversat.ion regarding the research

project on Leenage suicide taking place in your grade eleven

c1ass, wê would like to offer the following:

As we analyze the class work, w€ will be sensitive to

any concerns that may arise in relation to suicide and the

students in Your class.

Should any such concerns arise, w€ will take

responsibility to draw t.hem to your attention and we will be

prepared to discuss these matters with you'

Please Iet us know if you wish to discuss this matter

further.

Yours SincerelY,

Riva Bartell, Ph.D., C.PsYch Suzanne GoIden


